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How	do	you	get	fortnite	boogie	down

With	a	lot	of	accounts	getting	hacked	and	then	sold	daily,	Epic	Games	have	decided	to	reward	players	who	enable	2FA	on	their	account	with	the	‘Boogie	Down’	emote.	In	order	to	enable	2FA,	do	the	following:	Go	to	accounts.unrealengine.com	and	log	into	your	account.	Open	account	settings	by	hovering	over	your	username	in	the	top	right	corner	and
selecting	personal.	Select	password	and	security.	At	the	bottom,	click	on	the	button	labeled	enable	two-factor	sign	in.	Here	is	what	the	Boogie	Down	emote	looks	like:	The	new	Boogie	Down	emote!	(It's	free!)	pic.twitter.com/u1UnCmlTIA	—	TmarTn	(@TmarTn)	August	23,	2018	All	v5.3	Fortnite	Leaked	Skin	Footage	In-Game	Last	Updated:	2021/6/27
23:20	Hot	Topic	Check	Out	FORTNITE	Letter	Locations!	Learn	everything	to	know	about	the	BOOGIE	DOWN	Emote	.	Check	out	the	video,	set	skins,	music,	how	to	get	&	price	at	the	item	shop.Featured	Skin	ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	Best	Skin	Ranking	Here	BOOGIE	DOWN	Emote	-	How	To	GetRarityHow	to	GetFree
when	you	activate	the	Two-Factor	AuthenticatorSetNoneCheck	Out	the	All	Emote	List	Here	BOOGIE	DOWN	Animated	Emote	Video	What	are	Emotes?Express	Yourself	with	EmotesEmotes	will	allow	players	to	show	off	their	moves	or	express	themselves!	These	can	range	from	simple	hand	gestures	to	elaborate	dances	defending	on	which	Emote	you
use.Purely	for	Cosmetic	PurposesEmotes	do	not	provide	any	gameplay	advantages.	They're	purely	for	cosmetic	purposes	and	are	meant	to	give	any	advantages	to	players	who	uses	them.	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereCosmetics	/	Skins	ListsSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingFeatured	Skin	Articles	(C)Epic
Games,	Inc.	All	Rights	Reserved.All	trademarks,	character	and/or	image	used	in	this	article	are	the	copyrighted	property	of	their	respective	owners.▶FORTNITE	Official	Website	Page	2	BATTLE	PAAAAAASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS	I	wasn't	saying	a	bad	word	I	was	saying	p***	Page	3	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	23:58	Hot	Topic	Check	Out	FORTNITE	Letter
Locations!	Check	out	the	complete	list	of	Fortnite	Battle	Royale's	Glider	Skins!	This	article	includes	information	about	each	Glider's	rarity	and	prices	in	V-Bucks.Skin	/	Cosmetic	Related	ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	Here	All	Legendary	Gliders	ListThese	Legendary	Glider's	prices	range	from	1500	V-
Bucks	-	2000	V-Bucks..▶FALCON-HOT	RIDE▶FROSTWING▶ROYALE	DRAGON▶LASER	CHOMPAll	Epic	Gliders	ListThese	are	the	Epic	Gliders	that	can	be	purchased	for	1200	V-Bucks..	All	Rare	Gliders	ListThese	are	the	Rare	Gliders	that	can	be	purchased	for	800	V-Bucks..	All	Uncommon	Gliders	ListThese	are	the	Uncommon	Gliders	that	can	be
purchased	for	500	V-Bucks..	All	Common	Gliders	ListGLIDER-All	Victory	Umbrellas	ListTHE	UMBRELLAFOUNDER'S	UMBRELLASNOWFLAKEPAPER	PARASOLWET	PAINTBEACH	UMBRELLAWEBRELLASNOWFALLPALM	LEAFHOLOGRAMXDownpouer	(C2S1)Classified	(C2S2)-Check	Out	The	Umbrella	Victory	Glider	List	All	Other	Glider	Skins
ListGlider	skins	that	are	from	various	promotions.Batman	Collaboration	Gliders▶BATWINGMarvel	Rarity	Avenger	Collaboration	Gliders▶MILANO▶AVENGERS	QUINJETPlayStation	Plus	Celebration	Pack▶FLAPPY【Celebration	Pack	3】-Event	Reward	Gliders▶EQUALIZER【14	Days	of	Fortnite】-Battle	Pass	Glider	SkinsNew	Glider	skins	are	released
in	every	Battle	Pass.Season	10	Reward	Glider	SkinsCheck	Out	the	Season	10	Battle	Pass	RewardsSeason	9	Reward	Glider	SkinsCheck	Out	the	Season	9	Battle	Pass	RewardsSeason	8	Reward	Glider	SkinsCheck	Out	Season	8	Update	SummarySeason	7	Reward	Glider	SkinsSeason	6	Reward	Glider	Skins▶PICNIC	【Tier	7】	CROSSFIRE	【Tier	22】
COVERED	CRUSADER	【Tier	39】▶SWARM	【Tier	79】Season	5	Reward	Glider	Skins	Change	Your	Glider's	Appearance	Change	the	way	your	gliders	looks	by	using	Glider	Skins.	Without	these	skins,	you	won't	be	able	to	change	the	way	your	glider	looks	at	all.Special	Gliders	With	Victory	Royale	Show	Off	Victory	Royale	UmbrellasUmbrellas	are	a
special	type	of	glider	skin	that	can	only	be	unlocked	if	you've	won	a	Solo,	Duo,	or	Squad	Battle	Royale.Check	Out	More	Info	About	Umbrellas!No	Gameplay	AdvantageGlider	skins	and	Umbrellas	do	not	provide	any	gameplay	advantages	and	are	merely	for	cosmetic	purposes.Gliders	Available	In	Item	Shop	&	Battle	Pass	Players	can	purchase	&	unlock
glider	skins	from	the	Item	Shop	(via	V-Bucks),	purchasing	the	Battle	Pass,	completing	challenges,	&	ranking	up	Battle	Tiers,	or	through	free	redeemable	skins	via	Twitch,	etc.	Purchase	Glider	Skins	From	Item	Shop	The	Fortnite	Item	Shop	will	sometimes	features	glider	skins	that	change	from	day	to	day,	so	be	sure	to	check	in	often!Check	Out	Why	You
Should	Buy	V-Bucks!	Unlock	Gliders	With	Battle	Pass	&	Tiers	Purchasing	a	Battle	Pass,	completing	Battle	Pass	challenges,	and	leveling	up	Battle	Tiers	can	unlock	seasonal	glider	skins.Check	Out	Battle	Pass	Challenge	List!	Free	Skins	From	External	CampaignsFree	exclusive	skins	are	available	via	certain	bundles	like	the	Fortnite	Twitch	Prime	Pack
or	the	Fortnite	Founder's	Pack.Check	Out	Skins	From	External	Campaigns!	Glide	Down	Map	Or	To	Combat	Gliders	are	tools	players	use	in	Fortnite	after	jumping	off	the	Battle	Bus	to	glide	down	safely	into	the	Battle	Royale	island.	Activate	Glider	After	Jumping	Battle	Bus	The	glider	can	be	activated	right	after	jumping	off	the	Battle	Bus	by	pressing
the	default	"Space"	button.	They	can	also	be	deployed	using	Rifts	or	Jump	Pads.Check	Out	How	To	Use	Glider!Fortnite	Related	ArticleSkin	Type	ArticleSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackbling	Weapon	Related	articleAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankHow	to	play	tipsBeginner	Tips	&	GuidesTechniques	List	(C)Epic	Games,	Inc.	All	Rights
Reserved.All	trademarks,	character	and/or	image	used	in	this	article	are	the	copyrighted	property	of	their	respective	owners.▶FORTNITE	Official	Website	Page	4	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	23:56	Hot	Topic	Check	Out	FORTNITE	Letter	Locations!	Here	is	the	complete	list	of	Fortnite's	Pickaxe	Skins!	Check	out	information	for	all	the	available	pickaxes	/
harvesting	tools,	Including	their	rarities	and	prices	in	V-Bucks.Skin	/	Cosmetic	Related	ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereAll	Legendary	Pickaxes	ListThere	are	currently	no	Legendary	Pickaxes.All	Epic	Pickaxes	ListThese	Epic	Pickaxes	can	be	purchased	from	the	item	shop	at	1500	V-Bucks..These	Epic
Pickaxes	can	be	purchased	from	the	item	shop	at	1200	V-Bucks..	All	Rare	Pickaxes	ListRare	Pickaxes	can	be	purchased	from	the	item	shop	at	800	V-Bucks..	All	Uncommon	Pickaxes	ListUncommon	Pickaxes	can	be	purchased	from	the	item	shop	at	500	V-Bucks..	All	Other	Pickaxes	ListBatman	collaboration	pickaxe	▶CAT'S	CLAWS	▶BATMANMarvel
Rarity	Avengers	Collaboration	Pickaxes	▶GUARDIAN	AXE	▶WIDOW'S	BITEEvent	Reward	Pickaxes▶FROZEN	AXE【14	Days	of	Fortnite】▶BIRTHDAY	SLICE【2019	Birthday	Challenges】	Pickaxes	From	Battle	PassesSeason	10	Pickaxes▶COSMIC	CLEAVERS【Battle	Pass	Tier	15】	▶SPARKLE	SCYTHE【Battle	Pass	Tier	70】Check	Out	the	Season	10
Battle	Pass	RewardsSeason	9	PickaxesCheck	Out	the	Season	9	Battle	Pass	RewardsSeason	8	Pickaxes▶SNAKEBITE【Free	Pass	Tier	38】	▶LOCKPICK【Battle	Pass	Tier	55】Check	Out	the	Season	8	Rewards	ListSeason	7	Pickaxes▶ABOMINABLE	AXE	【Free	Pass	Tier	38】	-	Season	6	Pickaxes▶GUIDING	GLOW【Free	Pass	Tier	30】▶SMASH	UP
【Battle	Pass	Tier	15】Season	5	PickaxesClick	Here	for	Season	5	Pickaxes	Details!Season	4	Pickaxes	GATE	FORCE	【Battle	Pass	Tier	7】	LOLLOPOPPER	【Free	Pass	Tier	46】POSITRONONSLAUGHTSeason	3	Pickaxes	SAWTOOTH	【Battle	Pass	Tier7】	EVA	【Free	Pass	Tier46】	TRUSTY	NO.2	【Battle	Pass	Tier79】-	Change	Your	Pickaxe's
LookChange	the	way	your	pickaxe	looks	with	the	use	of	Pickaxe	skins!	Earn	skins	by	completing	challenges	or	unlocking	Battle	Pass	tiers	or	by	purchasing	them	from	the	shop.Skins	Have	No	Gameplay	AdvantagesPickaxe	skins	are	merely	for	cosmetics	and	do	not	provide	any	gameplay	advantages,	such	as	higher	damage	or	faster	swings.Unlocking
SkinsSkins	can	be	unlocked	in	a	variety	of	ways,	such	as	buying	them	from	the	Item	Shop	and	unlocking	them	as	Battle	Pass	Tier	Rewards!Buy	Skins	from	the	Item	ShopPickaxe	skins	are	available	in	the	Item	Shop	for	V-Bucks.	Buy	quickly	as	items	in	the	Item	Shop	are	replaced	daily!Unlocked	Reward	in	Battle	PassPickaxe	skins	are	among	the
rewards	available	in	the	Battle	Pass.	Do	note	that	you	have	to	buy	the	Battle	Pass	first	before	you	can	unlock	these	exclusive	skins.Check	Out	the	Season	5	Battle	Pass	HereReward	for	Skin-Specific	ChallengesSome	Skin	Challenges	have	exclusive	Pickaxes	for	a	reward	when	players	get	to	a	certain	level.	You	need	to	have	the	skin	first	to	unlock	this
challenge.Equipping	Your	Pickaxe	SkinYou	can	view	and	equip	pickaxe	skins	in	your	Locker!	You	can	find	the	Locker	tab	in	your	Menu.Check	Out	the	Menu	Functions	HereHarvest	Materials	with	the	PickaxeMaterials	can	only	be	harvested	from	sources	with	the	Pickaxe!	Hit	objects	with	it	to	stock	up	materials	for	building.Check	Out	Gathering
Building	MaterialsHow	to	Use	the	PickaxeJust	equip	it	and	whack	away!	You	can	collect	resources	and	bring	down	different	objects	by	hitting	it	with	the	pickaxe.	Fortnite	Related	ArticleSkin	type	articleSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackbling	Weapon	Related	articleAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankHow	to	play	tipsBeginner	Tips	&
GuidesTechniques	List	(C)Epic	Games,	Inc.	All	Rights	Reserved.All	trademarks,	character	and/or	image	used	in	this	article	are	the	copyrighted	property	of	their	respective	owners.▶FORTNITE	Official	Website	Page	5	Last	Updated:	2021/7/6	00:02	Hot	Topic	Check	Out	FORTNITE	Letter	Locations!	Here's	a	complete	list	of	Fortnite	all	skins	(Skin
Tracker)	and	daily	sales.	Check	back	daily	for	skins	for	sale	today,	free	skin,	skin	names	&	any	skin.We	take	screenshots	from	the	in-game	shop,	which	means	our	skin	images	are	more	aligned	to	what	you	actually	see	in-game!Skin	/	Cosmetic	Related	ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	the	Best	Skin	Ranking	Here	New	Skins	-
Today	(May	18)There	are	no	new	skins	available	today.	All	Legendary	Skin	ListThese	are	the	Legendary	skins	that	can	be	purchased	for	2000	V-Bucks..	All	Epic	Skin	ListHere	are	the	Epic	skins	that	can	be	purchased	at	the	item	shop	for	1500	V-Bucks..	All	Rare	Skin	ListRare	skins	can	be	purchased	at	item	shop	for	1200	V-Bucks..	All	Uncommon	Skin
ListUncommon	skins	can	be	bought	for	800	V-Bucks..	All	Other	Skin	ListTravis	Scott	SetTRAVIS	SCOTTASTRO	JACKMarvel	X-Force	SetPSYLOCKEDOMINOCABLE-Deadpool	SetRAVENPOOLCUDDLEPOOLSlurp	Legends	PackSLURP	JONESYSLURP	BANDOLETTESLURP	LEVIATHAN-Marvel	Skins▶BLACK	WIDOWSTAR-LORD	OUTFITInferno	Skin
Pack▶INFERNO-Fallen	Love	Ranger	Challenge	Pack▶FALLEN	LOVE	RANGER-Frozen	Legends	Pack▶FROZEN	RED	KNIGHT▶FROZEN	LOVE	RANGER▶FROZENRAVEN-Dark	Skins▶DARK	BOMBER-	Dark	Series	SkinsDARK	TRICERA	OPSDARK	REX	DC	(BATMAN)	SkinsChapter	2	Battle	Pass	Skin	ListSeason	2	Reward	SkinsSeason	1	Reward
SkinsSeason	1	Skin	listJOURNEY	VS	HAZARD[Tier	1]TURK	VS	RIPTIDE[Tier	1]RIPPLEY	VS	SLUDGE[Tier	20]REMEDY	VS	TOXIN[Tier	40]8-BALL	VS	SCRATCH[Tier	60]CAMEO	VS	CHIC[Tier	80]FUSION[Tier	100]-Check	Out	the	Season	9	Battle	Pass	RewardsChapter	1	Battle	Pass	Skin	ListNew	Battle	Pass	skins	are	released	every	season.Season	10
Reward	SkinsCheck	Out	the	Season	9	Battle	Pass	RewardsSeason	8	Reward	SkinsCheck	Out	Season	8	Update	SummarySeason	7	Reward	SkinsCheck	Out	Season	7	Update	SummarySeason	6	Reward	SkinsCheck	Out	Season	6	Update	SummarySeason	5	Reward	SkinsSeason	4	Reward	Skins	Season	3	Reward	SkinsSeason	3	Skin	ListTHE
REAPER【Tier100】ELITE	AGENT【Tier87】DARK	VOYAGER【Tier70】MOONWALKER【Tier55】RUST	LORD【Tier23】MISSION	SPECIALIST【Tier1】All	Other	Limited	/	Free	Skin	ListSamsung	Galaxy	S10	Exclusive	Skin	-	iKONIKiKONIK	is	an	exclusive	skin	that	can	only	be	unlocked	by	pre-ordering	any	of	Samsung's	new	Galaxy	S10	line.	His
model	is	based	on	Kpop	idol	and	iKON	member	Jung	Chanwoo.Check	Out	the	iKONIK	Skin	HereFornite	Mobile	-	Samsung	Galaxy	SkinThe	Galaxy	skin	is	an	exclusive	skin	that	can	only	be	unlocked	by	logging	in	to	Fortnite	Mobile	on	a	Samsung	Galaxy	Note	9	or	Galaxy	Tab	4.Check	Out	the	Galaxy	Skin	HereStarter	Pack	SkinsStarter	packs	come	with
V-Bucks	and	a	free	skin.PlayStation®	Plus	Free	SkinsPlayStation®	Plus	members	can	avail	of	the	limited	time	offer	to	get	free	skins.▶CARBON	COMMAND-BLUE	STRIKERBLUE	TEAM	LEADERTwitch	Prime	PackFree	exclusive	skins	are	available	as	part	of	Twitch	Prime	Pack	for	Fortnite.Twitch	Prime	Pack	Skin	List▶HAVOC▶SUB
COMMANDER▶TRAILBLAZER	What	Are	Skins?Skins	Change	Character	Appearance	Fortnite	"skins"	are	cosmetic	items	that	can	change	the	appearance	of	the	player's	character.	It	is	the	only	way	for	players	to	change	what	they	look	like	in-game.	Skins	are	Purely	CosmeticSkins	do	not	provide	any	gameplay	advantages	such	as	status	boosts.	These
items	are	meant	solely	for	cosmetic	purposes.Skins	From	Item	Shop	&	Battle	Pass	You	can	buy	skins	with	V-Bucks	from	the	Item	Shop,	purchasing	Battle	Pass,	ranking	up	Battle	Tiers	and	completing	challenges,	and	free	skins	from	external	third-party	campaigns.	Purchase	Skins	From	Items	Shop	You	can	purchase	skins	from	the	Item	Shop	for	V-
Bucks.	Skins	offered	change	daily,	so	check	every	day!Check	Out	Why	You	Should	Buy	V-Bucks!	Unlock	Skins	Via	Battle	Pass	Purchasing	Battle	Pass,	completing	challenges,	and	leveling	up	your	Battle	Pass	Tiers	will	also	unlock	exclusive	seasonal	skins!Check	Out	Battle	Pass	Challenge	List!	Free	Skins	From	External	Campaigns	Subscribing	to
Playstation	Plus	or	Twitch	Prime	also	gives	you	free	skins!Check	Out	Free	Skins	From	Twitch	&	PS4!	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereCosmetics	/	Skins	ListsSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingFeatured	Skin	Articles	(C)Epic	Games,	Inc.	All	Rights	Reserved.All	trademarks,	character	and/or	image	used	in	this
article	are	the	copyrighted	property	of	their	respective	owners.▶FORTNITE	Official	Website	Page	6	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	22:29	Hot	Topic	Check	Out	FORTNITE	Letter	Locations!	Here	is	a	complete	list	of	all	Fortnite	Umbrella	Victory	Glider	Skins!	Check	out	information	on	all	the	available	umbrellas,	&	how	to	unlock	them.Check	Out	How	to	Get
the	Umbrella	Here	Umbrella	Skins	ReleasedSeasonal	Umbrellas	can	only	be	obtained	on	the	season	they	were	featured	in	and	will	be	unavailable	once	the	season	ends.Click	Here	to	See	All	the	Glider	SkinsWhat	is	an	Umbrella?A	Special	Kind	of	GliderUmbrellas	are	Glider	skins	that	can	only	be	obtained	by	winning	a	Victory	Royale	in	Solo,	Duo,
and/or	Squad	Modes.Check	Out	Tips	and	Tricks	to	WinNo	Gameplay	AdvantageUmbrellas	are	cosmetic	items	like	any	other	Glider	skins.	It	does	not	provide	any	gameplay	advantages	whatsoever.	How	to	Get	an	Umbrella?Umbrellas	are	a	Symbol	of	VictoryWinning	once	in	Solos,	Duos,	or	Squads	will	immediately	unlock	The	Victory	Umbrella	in	your
locker.	Winning	in	Duos	and	Squads	will	give	all	team	members	Umbrellas.Check	Out	Techniques	to	be	a	ProYou	Get	To	Keep	Your	UmbrellasOnce	unlocked,	you	can	use	your	Umbrellas	as	much	as	you	want!	There	is	no	danger	of	losing	them	once	you	obtain	them!How	To	Get	"The	Umbrella"The	Umbrella	will	be	rewarded	to	you	on	your	first	Victory
Royale	in	either	Solos,	Duos,	or	Squads.How	To	Get	Seasonal	UmbrellasSeasonal	Umbrellas	unlock	when	you	win	a	match	during	that	specific	season.	You	cannot	unlock	Umbrellas	from	previous	seasons.How	To	Get	The	Snowflake	UmbrellaYou	can	unlock	the	Snowflake	Umbrella	when	you	get	a	Victory	Royale	during	the	second	season	of
Fortnite.How	To	Get	The	Paper	Parasol	UmbrellaYou	can	unlock	the	Paper	Parasol	Umbrella	when	you	get	a	Victory	Royale	during	the	third	season	of	Fortnite.How	To	Get	The	Wet	Paint	UmbrellaYou	can	unlock	the	Wet	Paint	Umbrella	when	you	get	a	Victory	Royale	during	the	fourth	season	of	Fortnite.How	To	Get	The	Beach	UmbrellaYou	can	unlock
the	Beach	Umbrella	when	you	get	a	Victory	Royale	during	the	fifth	season	of	Fortnite.	How	To	Get	The	WebrellaYou	can	unlock	the	Webrella	when	you	get	a	Victory	Royale	during	the	sixth	season	of	Fortnite.How	To	Get	The	Snowfall	UmbrellaYou	can	unlock	the	Snowfall	when	you	get	a	Victory	Royale	during	the	seventh	season	of	Fortnite.How	To
Get	The	Palm	Leaf	UmbrellaYou	can	unlock	the	Palm	Leaf	when	you	get	a	Victory	Royale	during	the	eighth	season	of	Fortnite.How	To	Get	The	Holographic	UmbrellaYou	can	unlock	the	Holographic	Umbrella	when	you	get	a	Victory	Royale	during	the	ninth	season	of	Fortnite.How	To	Get	X	UmbrellaYou	can	unlock	the	X	Umbrella	when	you	get	a
Victory	Royale	during	the	tenth	season	of	Fortnite.How	To	Get	Downpour	UmbrellaYou	can	unlock	the	Downpour	Umbrella	when	you	get	a	Victory	Royale	during	the	Chapter	2	Season	1	of	Fortnite.How	To	Get	Classified	UmbrellaYou	can	unlock	the	Classified	Umbrella	when	you	get	a	Victory	Royale	during	the	Chapter	2	Season	2	of	Fortnite.How	to
Get	the	One	Shot	UmbrellaThe	One	Shot	umbrella	is	a	special	umbrella	that	can	only	be	unlocked	by	winning	in	the	Fortnite	x	John	Wick	LTM	-	Wick's	Bounty.Check	Out	the	Wick's	Bounty	Challenge	ListHow	To	Get	Other	UmbrellasHow	To	Unlock	The	Founder's	UmbrellaThe	Founder's	Umbrella	is	not	unlockable	in	any	Season.	To	get	the	Founder's
Umbrella,	you	must	have	bought	Fortnite's	"Founder's	Pack"	and	won	a	game	to	unlock	the	Founder's	Umbrella.	The	Founder's	Pack	is	not	available	anymore	for	purchase.How	to	Equip	UmbrellasUmbrellas	can	be	selected	in	the	Glider	slot	in	the	Locker.	Simply	select	it	and	you're	all	set	to	show	the	world	your	hard-earned	victory!Learn	More	about
the	Menu	Functions	Here	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereCosmetics	/	Skins	ListsSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingFeatured	Skin	ArticlesPage	7	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	22:23	Hot	Topic	Check	Out	FORTNITE	Letter	Locations!	Find	out	about	damage,	rarity,	and	magazine	size	of	the	Assault	Rifle	weapon	gun
class	in	Fortnite	chapter	2.This	article	has	been	updated	to	the	changes	made	in	Chapter	2	Season	2.	Read	on	to	know	what's	been	changed	with	this	weapon	type!Other	weapon	type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableClick	Here	for	All	Weapon	List	Assault	Rifle	OverviewWeapon	Traits	Versatile	in
Any	RangeThe	Assault	Rifles	are	effective	in	short,	mid,	and	long	ranges	with	some	excelling	more	than	others.	It's	that	versatility	that	makes	the	Assault	Rifles	among	the	best	weapons	in	game.High	Damage	OutputWith	great	damage	output	and	relatively	high	fire	rate,	the	Assault	Rifles	are	capable	of	melting	enemy	shields	and	health	in	a	matter	of
seconds.Beginner	FriendlyAssault	Rifles	are	among	the	easiest	to	use	in	the	game	and	can	be	picked	up	by	just	about	everyone.	It's	a	simple	aim	and	shoot	weapon!Weapon	TipsFire	in	Short	Bursts	from	Long	RangeShooting	in	bursts	helps	to	suppress	recoil	and	keep	the	accuracy	of	the	weapon.	When	shooting	in	long	range	or	using	the	the	Scoped
versions,	fire	in	one	to	two	shots.Follow	your	Enemies	MovementsAssault	Rifles	hit	objects	as	soon	as	you	shoot	them.	Keep	your	crosshairs	on	the	enemy	as	much	as	possible	in	order	to	land	shots!	Assault	Rifle	ListAssault	RifleWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft	DMGReload★519836362.1	secs★4192.535352.2	secs★3181.533332.3	secs★2170.531312.4
secs★116530302.5	secsCommon	Assault	Rifle	TraitsHeadshot	Magnifier2xFire	Rate5.5Magazine	Size30Assault	Rifle	-	Weapon	TraitsAssault	Rifles	are	a	great	choice	as	a	main	weapon	in	Fortnite.	It's	high	damage	and	versatile	range	can	easily	pressure	enemies	and	take	down	cover.	Burst	Assault	RifleWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft
DMGReload★516233332.3	secs★4157.132322.5	secs★3147.330302.6	secs★2142.429292.7	secs★1132.527272.9	secsCommon	Burst	Assault	Rifle	TraitsHeadshot	Magnifier2xFire	Rate4.91Magazine	Size30Burst	Assault	Rifle	-	Weapon	TraitsDealing	a	good	amount	of	damage	with	low	recoil,	the	Burst	Assault	Rifle	is	a	great	weapon	to	take	with	you.	It
can	hit	targets	from	mid	to	longe	range	while	you're	alone,	or	while	teammates	provide	cover	for	you.Suppressed	Assault	RifleWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft	DMGReload★5181.533332.1	secs★417632322.2	secs★316530302.3	secsCommon	Suppressed	Assault	Rifle	TraitsHeadshot	Magnifier2xFire	Rate5.5Magazine	Size30Suppressed	Assault	Rifle	-
Weapon	TraitsThe	Suppressed	Assault	Rifle	is	a	silent	weapon	that	allows	you	to	pick	off	enemies	without	being	noticed!	This	is	the	weapon	of	choice	if	you	are	planning	on	playing	stealthily!Heavy	Assault	RifleWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft	DMGReload★516233332.3	secs★4157.132322.5	secs★3147.330302.6	secs★2142.429292.7
secs★1132.527272.9	secsCommon	Heavy	Assault	Rifle	TraitsHeadshot	Magnifier2xFire	Rate4.25Magazine	Size25Heavy	Assault	Rifle	-	Weapon	TraitsThe	Heavy	Assault	Rifle	is	a	versatile	weapon	that	packs	a	punch!	This	weapon	is	a	great	way	to	deal	a	tremendous	amount	of	damage,	when	unloading	your	bullets	on	a	target!	Fortnite	Related
ArticleWeapon	Related	articleAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankWeapon	Type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableRarity	Weapons	ListLegendary(★★★★★)Epic(★★★★)Rare(★★★)Uncommon(★★)Common(★)-Page	8	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	21:41	This	guide	is	for	players	who	want	to
learn	more	about	crafting	building	structures	in	Fortnite	Battle	Royale.Check	Out	Building	Basics	Here	Building	Will	Help	You	Win	Building	is	a	main	element	of	Fortnite's	gameplay.	Let's	briefly	review	what	you	can	build	using	Fortnite's	building	mechanic.Check	Out	Choosing	Best	Building	Materials	Building	Units	Walls	Walls	break	your	enemy's
line	of	sight,	and	give	you	a	few	moments	to	catch	your	breath.	Think	of	your	next	move	while	you're	safe!	Floors	Floors	can	serve	as	platforms	for	you	to	traverse	difficult	terrain.	If	there	is	no	other	way,	make	your	own!	Stairs	Stairs	allow	you	to	get	to	higher	ground	more	quickly.	It	also	gives	you	a	height	advantage	against	enemies.	Roofs	Roofs	can
protect	you	from	grenades	and	other	throwable	weapons.	Place	this	over	your	head	to	create	a	makeshift	helmet!Check	Out	Gathering	Building	Materials	Here	Cover	Is	Your	Friend	Building	cover	gives	you	some	breathing	space	in	Fortnite.	It	breaks	your	enemy's	line	of	sight,	while	also	gives	you	time	to	re-think	your	strategy.Create	Your	Window	Of
Opportunity!	Editing	your	cover	allows	you	to	make	a	window.	By	making	this	window,	you	gain	a	line	of	sight,	while	not	fully	exposing	yourself	to	the	enemy.	Make	Doors	For	A	Sneaky	Exit	Doors	can	give	you	a	way	out	without	breaking	your	walls.	You	can	trick	the	enemy	into	focusing	their	fire	onto	your	structure	by	sneaking	through	the
back.Check	Out	Editing	Buildings	Here	Gain	The	Height	Advantage	Gaining	a	height	advantage	over	your	enemy	drastically	improves	your	chances	of	eliminating	them.	When	engaging	an	enemy,	remember	to	gain	the	height	advantage.	The	Wall	And	Stairs	Combo	Creating	a	wall	with	stairs	immediately	behind	it	is	a	basic	tactic	in	Fortnite	that
provides	both	cover	and	height	advantage.	It	makes	the	enemy	waste	bullets	trying	to	destroy	your	wall	first	before	your	height	advantage.	"Fort"	Night	Building	a	fort	grants	you	superior	height	advantage	over	your	enemy,	while	also	providing	great	cover	because	of	the	fort's	structure.	However,	it	will	take	some	time	and	a	lot	of	materials	to	build	a
fort.	Port-a-Fort	Having	a	Port-a-Fort	in	your	inventory	allows	you	to	immediately	deploy	a	tower	fort	when	used.	It	is	a	one-time-use	item	so	use	wisely!	Build	Bridges	Floors	provide	you	a	way	to	travel	across	difficult	terrain!	What	can	you	do	with	bridges?	A	Bridge	Over	Troubled	Water	Crossing	bodies	of	water	drastically	slows	you	down.	Building
bridges	will	help	you	cross	it	faster	than	going	around	the	lake!	Remember	you	need	an	anchor	first	to	build	the	bridge!	Up	High!	Need	to	get	to	another	roof	in	a	pinch?	Or	how	about	get	to	another	hill?	No	problem!	Bridges	can	cut	down	your	travel	time!Vertical	Mazes	Other	than	having	a	traditional	fort,	you	can	create	a	massive	structure	of
random	building	units	to	create	a	huge	height	advantage	and	cover.	Keep	Them	Guessing	Keeping	your	enemies	guessing	your	exact	location	in	your	structure	is	a	perk	of	building	vertical	mazes,	it	can	fool	an	enemy	into	thinking	you're	on	the	top	floor	when	you	could	be	hiding	in	the	6th!	Block	Them	From	Following	You	By	using	random	pieces	you
can	block	an	enemy	from	getting	to	the	higher	levels	with	floors	and	stairs.	This	can	buy	you	some	time	when	they	try	to	break	it	down	with	their	pickaxe,	or	waste	bullets	destroying	it.Check	Out	How	To	Get	Into	The	Top	10	Here	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesChapter	2	Season	2	Featured	ArticlesBattle	Pass	RewardsC2S2	ChallengesFeatured	Skin
ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereLatest	News	&	UpdatesLatest	News	&	Update	Event	ListFeatured	Weapon	ArticlesAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankPage	9	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	21:37	This	guide	will	discuss	editing	patterns	of	structures	when	using	the	edit	mode	in	Fortnite	Battle
Royale.	Get	tips	and	tricks	for	crafting	walls,	floors,	stairs,	and	roofs	to	get	the	Victory	Royale.Check	Out	Building	Basics	here	What's	The	Use	Of	Editing	BuildingsEditing	buildings	allows	you	to	customize	the	structures	you	have	built.	The	changes	can	be	practical	to	get	the	Victory	Royale,	or	for	aesthetic	-	let	your	imagination	run	wild!Edit	Buildings
For	Your	ConvenienceCreate	Windows	To	Give	You	VisionCreating	a	window	on	your	wall	will	provide	you	a	means	of	spotting	and	shooting	down	enemies.	It	can	also	help	provide	you	with	some	cover	so	that	other	players	won't	be	able	to	hurt	you	back!Check	Out	Crouch	Shooting	HereCreate	A	Door	For	A	Sneaky	ExitWhile	enemies	are	busy
shooting	down	the	front	of	your	Fort,	create	a	door	to	sneak	away	from	danger!	You	don't	need	to	waste	precious	time	destroying	the	wall	you	just	made!Scout	Your	Building's	Lower	FloorsEditing	an	opening	onto	your	floor	allows	you	to	scout	the	lower	parts	of	your	structure	or	building!	How	To	Edit	BuildingsEditing	may	look	like	a	tedious	task,	but
as	soon	as	you	get	the	hang	of	it,	you'll	be	editing	structures	on	the	fly!	With	practice,	you	can	even	learn	how	to	edit	structures	in	the	middle	of	a	build	battle!Check	Out	Build	Battle	Edits	HereStand	Close	To	Structures	To	Open	Your	Edit	MenuStanding	close	to	a	structure	built	by	yourself	or	an	ally	will	show	the	Edit	prompt.	You	cannot	edit
structures	built	by	enemy	players.Erase	Mistakes	By	Resetting	Your	EditsIf	you're	unhappy	with	the	edits	you	have	made,	you	can	use	the	Reset	option	to	return	all	of	the	panels	that	you	have	edited.There	Are	Some	Edits	You	Just	Can't	DoSome	edits	cannot	be	done.	The	panels	will	turn	red	if	the	edit	you	want	is	not	allowed	by	the	game.	Editing
Patterns	-	WallsEditing	Walls	-	Door	Doors	allow	you	to	enter	closed	structures	as	well	as	provide	an	escape	route	without	the	need	to	destroy	your	wall.	Editing	CompleteEditing	Walls	-	Window	Create	an	opening	to	shoot	out	from	while	staying	behind	cover.	Editing	CompleteEditing	Walls	-	Triangular	OpeningsThis	opening	provides	vision	for	you	to
shoot	down	enemies	in	your	line	of	sight	while	providing	you	with	lots	of	cover	so	they	won't	be	able	to	shoot	back!	Editing	CompleteEditing	Walls	-	Partial	Wall	You	can	use	the	remaining	portion	of	the	wall	to	ambush	careless	enemies	running	past.	Editing	CompleteEditing	Walls	-	Two	Windows	Keep	enemies	guessing	where	you'll	appear	next!
Alternatively,	two	teammates	can	have	their	own	window	and	focus	their	fire	on	a	single	target!	Editing	CompleteEditing	Walls	-	Window	&	DoorProvide	cover	fire	for	you	teammates	and	allow	them	to	enter	your	shelter.	Editing	CompleteEditing	Walls	-	Arch	Create	an	Arch	to	allow	a	number	of	players	pass	through,	and	quickly	reset	your	edit	to
revert	it	back	to	a	wall!	Editing	CompleteEditing	Walls	-	Half	ArchIt	is	possible	to	connect	it	with	another	half	arch	to	make	a	large	entrance	for	your	whole	squad	to	pass	through	at	the	same	time.	Editing	Complete	Editing	Patterns	-	FloorsEditing	Floors	-	One	Square	Create	a	means	of	shooting	enemies	passing	underneath.	The	opening	also	provides
you	some	cover	so	enemies	won't	be	able	to	shoot	back	at	you!	Editing	CompleteEditing	Floors	-	Two	Adjacent	SquaresThis	creates	a	balcony	that	provides	you	some	cover	when	you're	crouched.	Editing	CompleteEditing	Floors	-	Three	SquaresThis	can	function	as	a	sniper's	nest	if	installed	high	enough,	providing	an	unobstructed	view	of	the
battlefield	below.	Editing	CompleteEditing	Floors	-	Two	Diagonal	SquaresThis	functions	as	a	bridge	and	can	be	used	to	diagonally	traverse	large	structures.	Editing	Complete	Editing	Patterns	-	StairsUnlike	other	edits,	editing	stairs	requires	you	to	hold	down	the	mouse	to	select	the	direction	of	your	edit.	In	this	section,	we	have	provided	arrows	to
show	the	drag	direction	for	each	edit.Editing	Stairs	-	Changing	Stairs	Directions	To	change	the	direction	of	the	stairs	without	changing	the	form,	drag	the	center	tile	in	the	direction	of	the	edit	you	want	to	make.	EditingEditing	Stairs	-	House	StairsHouse	Stairs	allow	other	teammates	to	pass	through	one	side	unlike	a	normally	built	set	of	stairs.	Editing
CompleteEditing	Stairs	-	L-Shaped	StairsThis	allows	you	to	change	the	direction	where	your	stairs	normally	connect.	Editing	CompleteEditing	Stairs	-	Spiral	StairsSpiral	Stairs	allow	you	to	access	the	floor	directly	above	you	instead	of	needing	to	build	two	stairs.	Editing	Complete	Editing	Patterns	-	RoofsEditing	Roofs	-	One	SquareCreate	a	corner	roof
which	can	be	used	to	expand	the	roofing	of	a	structure.	Editing	CompleteEditing	Roofs	-	Two	Adjacent	SquaresLike	the	single	square	edit,	this	provides	elements	that	can	create	roofing	for	larger	structures.	Editing	CompleteEditing	Roofs	-	Three	SquaresUse	this	edit	to	create	a	fort	corner	similar	to	that	of	the	Port-a-Fort.	Editing	CompleteEditing
Roofs	-	Two	Diagonal	SquaresCreate	a	steep	roof	that	you	can	take	shelter	under	and	exit	quickly.	Editing	Complete	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesChapter	2	Season	2	Featured	ArticlesBattle	Pass	RewardsC2S2	ChallengesFeatured	Skin	ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereLatest	News	&	UpdatesLatest
News	&	Update	Event	ListFeatured	Weapon	ArticlesAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankPage	10	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	22:35	This	guide	focuses	on	the	health	&	shield	basics	in	Fortnite.	Learn	to	protect	yourself	out	there.More	Basics	For	Beginners	Here!	Health	and	Shield	Keep	You	AliveThe	green	bar	represents	your	health,	while	the
blue	bar	represents	your	shield.	These	two	bars	indicate	how	much	damage	you	can	take	before	being	knocked	out	or	eliminated.Health	Keeps	You	in	the	Game	When	the	value	of	your	health	bar	reaches	0,	you	get	knocked	out	or	eliminated.	Your	health	also	takes	damage	over	time	when	you	are	caught	in	the	storm,	so	be	careful!	Items	That	Restore
Health	These	items	when	used	will	restore	a	portion	of	your	character's	health.	Also	included	are	the	amount	of	time	needed	to	apply	each	item,	the	amount	of	health	they	restore,	and	their	restrictions.	Bandages	Bandages	heal	for	15	points	of	health.	It	takes	4	seconds	to	use	this	item,	but	you	cannot	use	anymore	bandages	when	you	reach	75	health.
You	can	have	a	maximum	of	15	Bandages	in	one	slot.	Medkits	It	takes	10	seconds	to	use	this	item,	but	it	can	heal	you	back	up	to	100	health.	You	can	have	a	maximum	of	3	Medkits	in	one	slot.	Foraged	Items	/	ConsumablesForaged	items	or	consumables	found	around	the	map	provide	health	when	consumed.	Bananas,	Peppers,	and	Coconuts	have
different	properties,	but	they'll	each	give	a	set	amount	of	health.Check	Out	the	Foraged	Items	Here	Shield	Protects	Your	Health	When	you	get	hit,	your	shield	will	take	damage	first	before	your	health	bar.	It	allows	you	to	take	more	damage	before	being	knocked	down	or	eliminated.	However,	your	shield	will	not	protect	you	from	the	storm	or	from	fall
damage!	Items	That	Restore	Shield	These	items	when	used	will	restore	a	portion	of	your	character's	shield.	Also	included	are	the	amount	of	time	needed	to	apply	each	item,	the	amount	of	shield	they	restore,	and	their	restrictions.	Small	Shield	Potion	Small	shield	potions	restore	25	points	of	your	shield.	It	takes	2	seconds	to	apply,	but	you	cannot	use
small	shield	potions	once	your	shield	reaches	50	points.	You	can	have	a	maximum	of	10	Small	Shield	Potions	in	one	slot.	Shield	Potion	Shield	Potions	restore	50	points	of	your	shield.	It	takes	5	seconds	to	apply,	and	can	restore	your	shield	back	up	to	100	points.	You	can	have	a	maximum	of	2	Shield	Potions	in	one	slot.	Items	That	Restore	Both	In	the
game,	there	are	items	that	restore	both	your	shield	and	your	health.	Slurp	Juice	Consuming	a	Slurp	Juice	will	heal	you	75	health	over	150	seconds.	If	your	health	is	full,	it	will	restore	your	shield	the	same	way.	You	can	have	a	maximum	of	2	Slurp	Juices	in	one	slot.	CoconutsSimilar	to	the	Slurp	Juice,	the	Coconut	provides	shield	when	its	is	consumed
with	full	health.	5	points	of	shield	will	be	added	over	a	short	period	of	time.	Chug	Jug	The	Chug	Jug	fully	restores	your	shield	and	health	to	100	points,	but	takes	15	seconds	to	fully	consume.	You	cannot	do	anything	else	while	consuming	the	Chug	Jug,	so	make	sure	you're	alone..	You	can	only	have	1	Chug	Jug	in	a	slot.	What	To	Do	When	You	Get
Damaged	Have	you	recently	taken	damage?	Is	the	fight	still	on-going?	Efficiently	heal	and	shield	up	with	these	tips!	Fight	or	Run	Finish	the	fight	as	soon	as	you	can.	If	you	believe	that	you	can	not	take	out	the	enemy,	get	away	from	the	area	and	make	sure	the	enemy	won't	follow	you!	Find	or	Build	Some	Cover	Some	of	your	items	take	time	to	heal	you
up,	and	you	will	not	be	able	to	do	anything	else	while	consuming	some	of	these	items.	So	find	or	build	a	place	that	breaks	a	potential	enemy's	line	of	sight!Check	Out	Building	Basics!	Heal	and	Shield	Up	Now	that	you	are	well-covered,	use	this	time	to	heal	yourself	and	restore	your	shields.	Use	Smaller	Items	FirstUse	smaller	items	first	due	to	lower
cast	time,	so	you	have	HP	and	shield	in	case	enemies	break	down	your	cover	before	you	can	fully	heal.	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesChapter	2	Season	2	Featured	ArticlesBattle	Pass	RewardsC2S2	ChallengesFeatured	Skin	ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereLatest	News	&	UpdatesLatest	News	&
Update	Event	ListFeatured	Weapon	ArticlesAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankPage	11	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	23:57	Learn	how	to	play	better	with	our	beginner's	guide	&	score	that	Victory	Royale!	Check	out	our	comprehensive	tips	and	tricks	for	combat,	survival,	building,	and	more.Recommended	ArticlesAll	Weapons	Stats	ListSkin	List	&
Today's	Sales	How	to	Play	FortniteFortnite	Has	Battle	Royale	&	Save	The	WorldThere	are	2	versions	of	Fortnite.	Battle	Royale,	and	Save	The	World.	This	guide	will	focus	on	the	Battle	Royale	version.Fortnite	Battle	Royale	Is	A	PVP	GameBattle	Royale	lets	you	fight	against	other	players	for	the	last	man	standing	spot.	Fortnite	Save	The	World	Is	A	PVE
GameSave	The	World	is	another	version	where	you	and	other	players	work	together	to	fight	against	computer	controlled	enemies.Check	Out	Save	The	World	Here!Survive	To	Win!Fortnite	Battle	Royale	is	a	massive	online	battle	royale	TPS	game;	where	you	and	other	99	players	aims	to	be	the	sole	surviving	player	or	team	in	the	match.	You	will	have	to
do	whatever	it	takesSurvival,	Combat,	Building	Skills	Are	Essential	Combat	effectiveness,	building	skills,	and	survival	knowledge	are	the	3	essential	skills	needed	to	reach	for	the	Victory	Royale.	Brushing	up	these	3	essential	skills	will	be	your	key	to	winning	and	performing	better	in	Fortnite!Check	out	From	Zero	to	Hero!Familiarize	Yourself	With
Variety	of	Weapons	Different	Features	Per	Each	Weapon	TypeThere	are	number	of	weapons	in	Fortnite.	Each	weapon	type	performances	better	in	damage,	fire-rate	etc.	Understanding	weapon	featuresWeapon	ListBest	Weapons	Effective	Range	for	Weapon	Type	Differs	There	are	different	effective	ranges	per	weapon	types.	Switching	weapons
properly	depending	on	combat	range	is	a	key	to	getting	the	Vicrtory	Royale!	Sample	of	Weapon	FeaturesWeaponTraitsAssault	RifleRecommended	for	beginners.	High	damage	and	high	fire-rate.	Also,	useful	both	in	short	to	mid	rangeSniper	RifleEssential	long	range	weapon.Only	1	shot	per	shooting	but	damage	is	high	when	you	hit	an	enemy.	Careful
when	using	scope	as	your	view	will	be	narrowed	down.	Each	Weapon	Has	a	Rarity!	There	are	5	rarities	in	maximum	and	they	are	visualized	by	5	colors.	Gray-Green-Blue-Purple-Orange.	As	you	can	see,	stats	for	Rare	rarity	is	better	than	common!Check	Out	Weapon	Rarity	Here	Combat	Skills	to	get	better	Avoid	Enemies	While	LandingFirst	battle	tends
to	happen	just	after	landing.	Once	you	decide	the	target	for	landing,	look	around	if	enemies	are	around	you.	Then,	choose	a	location	where	no	enemies	landed	before	you.Aim	for	Roofs	to	Get	Ready	for	CombatLoots	are	often	found	under	roofs.	Land	there	faster,	use	your	Pickaxe	to	break	in,	and	get	ready	for	combat!	Learn	Locations	of	Loots	and
WeaponsGetting	to	know	the	places	where	you	can	get	loots	and	weapons	is	important.	By	landing	on	the	same	location,	you	will	be	able	to	efficiently	collect	weapons	and	item	needed	for	first	combat.Check	out	Best	Spots	to	Land!Take	the	High	Ground	to	Take	Advantages	It's	generally	easier	to	shoot	downward	than	upward	so	being	on	the	high
ground	is	more	tactically	advantageous	in	combat.	You	can	also	spot	enemies	without	being	spotted	from	the	high	ground.Check	out	the	Build	to	Take	the	High	GroundSpotting	Enemies	Faster	Than	Being	Spotted	You	will	have	a	big	advantage	when	you	spot	enemies..	Using	camera	and	sound	is	the	keys	to	do	so.	When	spotting	enemies	first,	you	can
have	choices	from	ambush,	charge	or	avoid	combat.Auditory	Cues	Help	You	Hear	For	Trouble	Your	ears	are	also	an	important	aspect	of	spotting	your	enemy.	When	exploring	keep	your	ears	peeled	for	these	auditory	cues.	Sounds	of	gun	shots,	footsteps	and	Pickaxe	are	the	sign	of	existence	of	your	rivals.Check	out	How	to	Spot	EnemiesHide	and	Look
Around	As	the	camera	is	always	behind	you,	hide	behind	an	edge	of	objects	and	move	viewpoint	to	spot	enemies.	This	way,	enemies	mostly	cannot	spot	you	while	you	do.	Use	Wall	or	Stair	As	Shield	When	there	is	no	place	to	hide	yourself	from	Enemy	attack,	building	a	wall	or	stairs	is	an	efficient	way	to	defend	yourself.	Then	you	will	have	a	choice
whether	to	continue	the	combat.	Wall	and	Stair	Are	Useful	for	Attack	It's	generally	stronger	to	shoot	down	than	up,	and	your	build	could	place	you	higher	than	your	enemies.	Take	advantage	of	your	building	when	in	combat!Check	out	Building	-	Basic	Guide	and	TipsJump	and	Randomize	your	MovementJumping	is	one	of	the	best	ways	to	randomize
your	movement	and	make	it	harder	for	you	to	be	shot	at.	However,	don't	jump	continuously	as	enemies	could	adjust	their	aim	to	your	jumps.Check	out	Jump	Shooting	Essential	Survival	TechniquesOnce	you	jump	out	of	the	Battle	Bus,	your	own	survival	is	completely	at	your	hands.	Follow	these	tips	to	raise	your	chances	of	survival	in	Fortnite!Check
Out	Survival	Guide	and	Tips	HereLand	in	Less	Populated	AreasSteer	away	from	areas	where	a	lot	of	players	are	landing	instead	go	for	areas	that	are	further	from	the	middle	of	the	map.	This	will	lessen	you	chances	of	engaging	in	combat	early	in	the	game,	giving	you	time	to	stock	&	prepare!Check	Out	the	Best	Spots	to	LandCheck	for	Enemies	while
LandingCheck	for	enemies	as	you	descend.	If	there's	too	many	enemies,	steer	your	Glider	away	to	another	spot.Check	Out	How	to	Spot	EnemiesAim	for	Roofs	to	Land	onLand	on	top	of	houses	and	buildings	to	get	easy	loot!	Chests	can	mostly	be	found	in	Attics	or	at	the	very	top	of	structrues.	This	will	also	allow	you	to	land	faster.Check	Out	How	to
Land	FasterHunt	for	LootWeapons,	shields,	health	items,	and	ammo	among	others	can	be	found	all	around	Fortnite.	Chests	have	better	loot	compared	to	those	found	in	floors	so	prioritize	looking	for	them!Check	Out	Weapon	Management	GuideArm	YourselfDon't	go	into	a	gunfight	with	just	a	pickaxe!	Arm	yourself	with	different	guns	and	ammo	to	be
fully	prepared	for	combat.Check	Out	the	Weapon	Ranking	HereStock	Up	on	ShieldsShields	give	you	extra	protection	during	combat.	Use	shields	as	soon	you	as	you	get	them	because	you	never	know	when	you	might	go	into	combat!Check	Out	the	Health	and	Shields	HereKeep	Recovery	Items	at	HandHeal	up	with	recovery	items	like	Med	Kits	and
Bandages	during	and	after	battle.	Always	try	to	be	at	your	fullest	health	at	all	times!Gather	Enough	MaterialsBuilding	plays	just	a	big	a	part	as	combat	in	Fortnite.	Have	enough	materials	to	be	able	to	create	cover	for	yourself	or	to	create	walkways	to	get	to	certain	high	areas!Check	Out	Gathering	Materials	HerePick	Your	FightsRushing	into
unnecessary	battles	is	a	quick	way	of	getting	yourself	killed.	Try	to	weigh	your	chances	and	know	when	to	back	out	of	battles	you	have	a	high	chance	of	losing.Check	Out	Techniques	to	Play	like	a	ProBe	OpportunisticTry	to	ambush	enemies	who	have	just	won	a	battle	against	other	enemies.	It's	likely	they'll	be	unprepared	for	another	fight	and	will
have	no	time	to	recover	their	health	and	shield.Check	Out	Tips	to	Improve	Your	AimRun	Away	from	EnemiesThere's	nothing	wrong	with	disengaging	from	enemies	when	you	know	you're	losing	a	fight.	Use	different	items	like	Launch	Pads	and	Bouncers	to	make	your	quick	escapes.Check	Out	the	Items	List	HereSurviving	the	StormThe	Storm	is	just	as
big	of	an	enemy	as	other	players.	Once	in	a	Storm,	it	will	continually	damage	your	health	and	will	do	even	more	damage	the	longer	the	game	persists!Check	Out	How	to	Survive	the	Storm	HereKnow	when	the	Storm's	Eye	will	ShrinkThe	timer	under	your	mini	map	will	tell	you	how	much	time	you	have	before	the	Storm's	Eye	would	shrink!	Manage
your	time	based	on	the	timer	to	be	able	to	get	to	the	safe	zone!The	Storm's	Eye	will	Continually	Close	InThroughout	the	match,	the	Eye	of	the	Storm	will	shrink	in	intervals	slowly	shrinking	the	safe	zone.	Try	to	stay	near	the	Eye	to	prevent	taking	damage	from	the	Storm.Using	Vehicles	as	a	Last	ResortVehicles	are	available	in	game	as	a	mean	of
transportation,	but	there's	a	lot	of	risk	in	using	them.	They	will	get	you	to	your	destination	faster,	but	it	can	also	get	the	attention	of	enemies.Check	Out	the	ATK	Guide	Here	Building	Skills	Are	EssentialBuilding	is	a	mechanic	unique	to	the	game	in	Fortnite.	It	can	be	used	for	both	movement,	and	combat	in	the	game.	It	is	also	regarded	to	be	as
important	as	combat	in	the	game.Check	out	Building	Basics	HereBuild	For	Defense	And	MobilityBeing	able	to	build	structures	in	the	game	allows	you	to	become	more	versatile	on	the	battlefield.	Sometimes,	building	can	be	used	to	aid	you	in	combat,	while	other	times,	it	helps	you	move	around	faster	around	the	map!Check	out	Building	Tutorial	for
Beginners!Know	What	You	Can	BuildBelow	is	a	table	for	the	four	different	base	structures	you	can	use!	Remember	that	a	structure	needs	to	be	connected	or	else	it	will	collapse!Base	Building	Structures	TableStructureWhat	It	Looks	LikeWallsFloorsStairsRoofsCheck	Out	What	You	Can	Build	HereYou	Need	Materials	To	BuildNote	that	building	a	single
unit	of	any	structure	in	the	table	above,	consumes	ten	resources.	Remember	to	gather	as	much	materials	as	you	can	so	you	can	build	without	the	danger	of	running	out	of	materials.Check	Out	Gathering	Building	Materials	HereEdit	Buildings	For	Your	ConvenienceEditing	buildings	can	help	you	further	customize	your	structures	for	your	convenience!
You	can	add	windows	to	walls	to	give	you	a	line	of	sight	for	enemies,	or	edit	a	door	for	a	sneaky	exit!Check	Out	Editing	Buildings	Here	Building	Can	Aid	You	In	CombatImagine	yourself	exploring	the	map,	and	the	next	thing	you	know,	you're	suddenly	being	shot	at.	You	can	use	buildings	to	help	you	out	in	this	situation!Building	Walls	Provide	Quick
CoverBy	building	a	wall	in	front	of	your	enemy,	it	will	give	you	a	few	seconds	to	catch	your	breath	and	think	of	a	way	on	how	you	plan	to	approach	this	encounter!The	Pros	Of	Using	A	WallBuilding	a	wall	buys	you	some	precious	time	to	think	of	your	next	move	since	the	enemy	will	need	to	break	down	your	wall	before	they	can	start	shooting	at	you
again!The	Cons	Of	Using	A	WallStructures	can	only	take	so	much	damage	before	breaking.	Some	materials	take	more	time	to	build	structures,	but	can	also	absorb	more	damage!Check	Out	Choosing	Building	Materials	HereAdd	Stairs	To	Improve	Your	DefenseBy	adding	stairs	in	front	of	your	wall,	you	now	have	a	slight	height	advantage	over	your
enemy!	This	increases	your	chances	of	getting	a	headshot	if	you	decide	to	fight	back,	and	makes	it	harder	for	the	enemy	to	hit	you.	Use	Buildings	To	Traverse	TerrainsSometimes,	a	straight	line	is	the	fastest	way	from	"Point	A"	to	"Point	B".	However,	there	may	be	instances	when	an	obstacle	is	blocking	your	way.	Instead	of	going	around,	you	can	build
to	get	to	the	high	ground	faster!Build	Stairs	To	Get	To	Higher	PlacesBuilding	stairs	can	allow	you	to	get	to	higher	places	more	quickly.	You	can	turn	on	Turbo	Building	to	build	your	stairs	faster	and	get	to	your	destination	quickly!Check	Out	How	To	Survive	The	Storm	HereThe	Pros	Of	Using	StairsUsing	stairs	to	get	to	higher	places	saves	you	some
precious	time	especially	when	trying	to	run	away	from	the	Storm.	When	you	need	to	get	to	places	quickly,	consider	building	your	way	there!The	Cons	Of	Using	StairsCreating	structures	does	have	its	downsides.	It	may	attract	the	attention	of	nearby	enemies	who	see	you	building	your	structure.	Another	con	for	this	is	that	your	stair	structure	can
easily	collapse	if	its	base	gets	destroyed.Build	Your	Own	Vantage	Point!By	creating	the	high	ground,	you	can	get	to	higher	places	and	cover	yourself	from	enemies	who	have	noticed	and	are	now	trying	to	shoot	you	down!Check	Out	Build	to	Take	the	High	GroundBattle	Pass,	Challenges	&	Rewards	Battle	Pass	Provides	More	Unlockable	Contents	The
Fortnite	Battle	Pass	is	a	purchasable	in-game	system	costing	950	V-Bucks.	Having	a	Battle	Pass	unlocks	more	game	content	-	challenges,	XP	Boosts,	&	cosmetic	rewards	like	skins,	emotes,	&	more!	Level	Up	Battle	Pass	Tiers	For	More	Rewards	If	you	have	a	Battle	Pass,	you're	given	access	to	"Battle	Pass	Tiers"	which	require	10	Battle	Stars	per	level.
The	more	you	advance	your	Tiers,	the	more	rewards	you	unlock!Check	Out	Season	5	Battle	Pass!	Completing	Challenges	&	Getting	Rewards	Challenges	are	unique	in-game	quests	to	complete	for	more	Battle	Stars	or	XP,	making	it	easier	to	level	up	Battle	Tier	faster.	Having	a	Battle	Pass	unlocks	4	extra	challenges	that	players	can	complete.
Challenges	and	rewards	change	per	season!	Weekly	Challenges	&	Rewards	Example	Weekly	challenges	in	Fortnite	give	rewards	such	as	Battle	Stars	and	XP!	Finishing	4	of	each	week's	challenge	will	give	you	more	XP!Check	Out	Season	5	Battle	Pass	Challenges!	Daily	Challenges	&	Rewards	Example	Aside	from	weekly	challenges,	players	get	a	daily
challenge	that	they	can	accomplish!	This	also	gives	Battle	Star	&	XP	rewards!	If	you've	already	reached	Battle	Pass	Tier	100,	you	get	1,000	XP	instead!Check	Out	The	Daily	Challenge	List!	Secret	Challenges	&	Rewards	Example	By	fully	completing	weekly	challenges,	you	will	receive	additional	loading	screens	where	you	can	find	hints	about	hidden
battle	stars	in	the	game!Check	Out	Secret	Battle	Star	Info!	Unlock	Unique	Battle	Pass	Rewards	You	can	also	unlock	different	cosmetic	rewards	such	as	skins,	emotes,	sprays,	dances,	and	more	through	Battle	Pass	purchase	and	challenges!Check	Out	Season	5	Skin	Rewards!Season	5	Battle	Pass	Skins	ExamplesDriftComplete	The	Drift	Challenge
Starting	from	Tier	1	of	the	Battle	PassRagnarokComplete	The	Ragnarok	Challenge	from	Tier	100	of	the	Battle	PassThere	are	more	Battle	Pass	skins	you	can	unlock!	Play	more	and	collect	them	all.Check	Out	All	Skins	List!	XP	Boost	Bonus	Are	AvailableAfter	reaching	certain	tiers,	your	personal	or	friend	XP	boost	can	be	enabled.	With	this,	you	can	get
to	tier	100	and	higher	levels	easier.	Skins,	Cosmetics	&	Item	Shop	Equip	Skins	To	Change	Your	Look!	"Skins"	are	cosmetic	items	that	alter	the	appearance	of	the	player	character.	This	is	the	only	way	players	can	change	the	way	their	character	looks	in	Fortnite.4	Aspects	to	Change	Your	Appearance!Check	Out	All	Skins	List!Skins	Are	Purely
CosmeticNote	that	skins	do	not	provide	any	game	play	advantages	and	are	merely	for	cosmetic	purposes.Cosmetic	Items	Also	Available	In	ShopYou	buy	Character,	Pickaxes,	and	Gliders	skins	and	Emotes	in	your	game's	Item	Shop.	However,	these	are	purely	cosmetic	and	do	not	affect	your	game	progress	and	game	play.Check	Out	If	You	Should	Buy	V-
Bucks!	Other	Tips	to	Enhance	Your	GameplayPlay	Together	With	Friends!Add	Friends	to	Team	Up	&	Play	TogetherFriends	can	help	show	you	the	ropes	of	Fortnite.	It's	also	reassuring	to	have	someone	you	trust	watching	your	back.Check	Out	How	To	Add	FriendsUse	Voice	Chat	for	Better	TeamworkIn	Fortnite,	voice	chat	is	possible	across	most
platforms	except	with	PS4	Players.	the	PS	Voice	Chat	cannot	be	heard	on	other	Platforms.Check	out	How	To	Set	Up	Voice	ChatExplore	the	Game	Modes	&	Mechanics	Regular	Game	Modes:	Your	Standard	Rules	These	game	modes	form	the	core	of	Fortnite	game	play	and	are	permanently	available	to	play.	Regular	Game	ModesGame
ModeFeatureSoloYou	need	to	survive	alone.	Avoid	unnecessary	combat	when	possible.DuosWork	with	another	player	and	be	the	last	pair	standing!SquadsCreate	a	strategy	with	your	squad	to	outlast	other	squads!Playing	with	teammates	makes	it	easier	for	beginners	to	learn	basic	moves	and	skills	in	Fortnite.	We	recommend	playing	in	Squads	or
Duos	with	friends	to	get	your	bearing	in	Fortnite!Limited	Time	Modes	Adds	Context	and	Variety!These	game	modes	are	only	playable	for	a	limited	time	so	enjoy	them	while	you	can!	Game	play	in	these	unique	game	modes	changes	depending	on	the	theme,	so	read	up	about	them	before	participating	in	a	match!Check	Out	Fortnite	Game	Modes	Here
Playground	Mode	Is	Great	For	Practice!	Play	and	practice	in	this	LTM!	With	abundant	weapons,	bullets,	and	building	materials	and	a	very	slow	Storm,	enjoy	practicing	building	and	combat	solo	or	with	a	squad!Check	out	Playground	Mode!Customize	Your	Controls	for	Easier	UseIn	Fortnite,	many	keys	are	used	and	customizing	your	key	binding	can
give	you	an	edge.	Use	keybinds	that	makes	it	easier	for	you	to	select	items	or	building	items	that	you	need.Check	out	Recommended	KeybindsCross-Platform	Play	Is	AvailablePC	and	Mobile	players	can	freely	play	with	all	platforms.	However	there	are	limitations	for	some	specific	Consoles.	Be	sure	to	check	your	console's	details	before	playing	with
your	friends!Check	Out	the	Cross-Play	Guide	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesChapter	2	Season	2	Featured	ArticlesBattle	Pass	RewardsC2S2	ChallengesFeatured	Skin	ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereLatest	News	&	UpdatesLatest	News	&	Update	Event	ListFeatured	Weapon	ArticlesAll	Weapons	Stats
ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankPage	12	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	22:32	Learn	how	to	level	up	fast	in	Fortnite	Battle	Royale!	Get	tips	on	how	to	earn	XP,	get	bonus	ones,	and	what	you	can	do	with	them	here.	Play	Games	to	Earn	XP	Playing	Is	The	Surefire	Way	To	Level	UpThe	best	and	most	basic	way	to	earn	XP	is	to	keep	playing	games,	no	matter	which
mode.All	Modes	XP	Rewards	TableAction	DoneXP	RewardMatch	Rank17-238First	Elimination50Succeeding	Eliminations20	per	killRanking	Bonus25-100Check	Out	Battle	Royale	Game	Modes	HereSurvive	As	Long	As	You	CanThe	longer	you	stay	alive,	the	more	XP	you	earn.	Reaching	Top	9	and	higher	gives	you	238XP	and	getting	certain	ranks	earn
Bonus	XP.Check	Out	Survival	Guide	&	Tips	HereTake	Out	EnemiesEliminate	enemies	as	every	kill	gives	bonus	XP.	Be	careful	though	as	you	could	end	up	dying	by	recklessly	going	after	kills.Check	Out	TOP	5	Tips	To	Get	Good	HerePlay	With	Friends	For	Bonus	XPSquad	up	with	friends	to	take	advantage	of	the	Friend	XP	Boost	from	their	Battle	Pass!
The	amount	of	bonus	XP	will	depend	on	what	Tiers	they	have	unlocked	so	far.Check	Out	How	To	Add	Friends	Here	Complete	Weekly	ChallengesYour	weekly	and	daily	challenges	are	an	easy	way	to	get	XP	so	don't	forget	to	complete	them.Weekly	Challenges	Give	Lots	of	XPThere	are	free	weekly	challenges,	and	weekly	Battle	Pass	Challenges.	Some	of
these	challenges	may	take	time	to	finish,	but	complete	at	least	4	of	them	in	a	Week	Challenge	and	you'll	get	a	huge	5000	XP	bonus!XP	Reward	After	Tier	100After	reaching	the	last	tier	at	Tier	100,	you	will	receive	XP	instead	of	battle	stars!	More	reason	for	you	to	rank	up	your	Battle	Pass	and	level	up	quickly.Check	Out	Battle	Pass	Challenges
HerePurchase	the	Battle	PassThe	Battle	Pass	is	in	no	way	a	requirement	to	play	the	game,	but	it	does	make	leveling	up	easier.	Battle	Pass	tier	rewards	contain	both	personal	and	friends	XP	bonuses.Check	Out	In-Game	Purchases	Here	Level	Up	Faster	With	Daily	ChallengesThere	are	three	challenges	that	you	can	do	every	day	with	each	one	giving	at
least	500XP.	Complete	all	three	and	that's	1500XP!Check	Out	Daily	Challenge	List!Replace	Difficult	Daily	ChallengesHead	to	the	Daily	Challenges	section	of	the	Challenges	tab	to	be	able	to	replace	a	Daily	Challenge.	From	there,	select	which	on	to	replace,	but	remember	that	you	can	only	replace	one	per	day.	Watch	Out	for	EventsDon't	miss	out	on
Double	XP	Weekends.	Squad	up	and	get	as	much	XP	as	you	can	per	match.Take	Advantage	of	50v50	Mode50v50	mode	is	a	limited	time	event	mode	that	works	well	for	exploring	and	completing	challenges	as	there	are	less	enemies	around	and	the	players	are	divided	into	two	sides.Bonus	XP	in	50v50	ModeAction	DoneXP	RewardsFirst	Teammate
Revival50Succeeding	Teammate	Revivals	10	per	revivalCheck	Out	How	To	Win	in	50v50	Mode	HereGet	Rewards	When	You	Level	UpGet	Your	Seasonal	Tier	RewardsPlayers	get	Battle	Stars	every	time	they	level	up.	It's	a	good	way	of	ranking	up	your	Seasonal	and	Battle	Pass	Tiers	and	getting	those	rewards!Upgrade	Your	Banner	BorderWhen	you
reach	certain	levels,	you	banner	border	upgrades	into	more	luxurious	styles.	A	great	way	to	show	off	your	experience	in	Fortnite.Complete	Skin	ChallengesStyle	options	for	Legendary	Skins	are	unlocked	by	earning	XP.	Completing	the	Skin	Challenges	will	also	unlock	Pickaxes	that	will	match	your	awesome	skin.	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesChapter
2	Season	2	Featured	ArticlesBattle	Pass	RewardsC2S2	ChallengesFeatured	Skin	ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereLatest	News	&	UpdatesLatest	News	&	Update	Event	ListFeatured	Weapon	ArticlesAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankPage	13	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	23:35	Building	is	the	key
to	surviving	to	get	that	Victory	Royale!	Learn	the	importance	of	building,	get	tips	and	guides	on	gathering,	material	use,	&	structures	to	craft	here.Check	Out	Building	Practice	for	Beginners	Craft	Building	to	Survive	Building	is	a	unique	feature	in	Fortnite	and	provides	many	advantages	from	allowing	you	to	access	high	places	to	throwing	up	a
physical	shield	to	block	enemy	fire.	It	can	even	save	you	from	a	fall,	depending	on	the	situation.How	to	Get	Building	Materials	Pickaxe	(harvesting	tool)	Every	player	starts	a	game	holding	a	harvesting	tool	(in	this	case,	the	default	pickaxe).	Use	this	on	objects	(trees,	buildings,	cars,	etc.)	and	building	materials	will	be	added	to	your	inventory.	You	can
also	pick	up	materials	as	loots	that	are	naturally	scatted	on	the	map	or	dropped	by	enemy	players	after	death.Check	out	Pickaxe	Skin	List!	Hit	the	Circle	for	More	Materials	When	harvesting	materials,	aim	at	the	blue	circle	to	get	2x	or	more	materials	per	hit.	Aiming	at	the	blue	circle	also	destroys	it	faster.Check	out	gathering	materials!	Available
Building	Materials	Three	type	of	materials	are	available	in	the	game.	WoodStoneMetalDurabilityLowMediumHighBuild	timeFastModerateSlowSourcesTrees,	wooden	buildings	and	objectsStones,	brick	buildingsCars,	steel	beams,	shipping	containersThe	max	amount	of	each	material	you	can	carry	is	999..Check	Out	Choosing	Best	Building	Materials
Know	What	You	Can	Build	Each	unit	you	build	requires	10pcs	of	material,	regardless	of	which	one	you	use	to	make	it.	Wall	-	Use	as	Shield,	Break	Line	of	SightUseful	as	a	physical	shield	against	enemy	fire	and	as	a	foundation	for	making	high	towers.	Floor	-	Break	Your	Fall,	Set	a	Trap	or	LauncherFloors	are	commonly	used	as	a	bridge	or	as	a	means	to
break	your	fall	from	a	cliff.	It	can	also	be	equipped	with	traps	as	well	as	the	Launcher	when	you	want	to	get	to	another	area	quickly.Stairs	-	Get	to	Hard-to-Reach	Places	Stairs	are	the	most	commonly	used	building	unit	as	it's	used	to	climb	over	obstacles,	reach	high	ground,	and	in	creating	towers.	Roof	-	Create	Your	Own	Cover	Roofs	are	useful	to
protect	against	attacks	from	above.	Edit	-	Make	It	Suit	Your	Needs	Customize	your	structures	as	the	need	arises	but	there	are	limits	to	how	you	can	edit	your	structure.	The	panels	will	turn	red	if	the	edits	you	want	are	not	allowed.Save	Fail	Builds	Using	EditIf	you	find	yourself	trapped	inside	your	own	structure	or	built	a	stair	in	the	wrong	direction,
you	don't	need	to	destroy	what	you	have	built.	Just	edit!Check	Out	Editing	Buildings	Here	Practical	Building	Use	Using	Stairs	to	Climb	A	MountainBuild	along	the	side	of	a	mountain	to	get	to	the	top.	Use	Floors	to	Bridge	MountainsSave	yourself	the	trouble	of	climbing	back	down	by	building	a	bridge.	Add	Windows	and	Doors	to	StructuresAdd	a
window	to	shoot	out	from	or	add	a	door	for	a	quick	escape.	Utilize	And	Build	Roofs	Over	StructuresAside	from	giving	added	protection	from	attacks	from	above,	the	pyramid-like	structure	is	a	strategic	cover	because	of	it's	angular	structure	and	can	also	be	used	as	a	vantage	point	when	sniping	enemies!	Building	Tips	Building	in	Fortnite	is	fun,	but
keep	these	in	mind	to	make	the	best	of	your	structures.	Builds	Can	Be	Destroyed	And	Repaired	Players	can	destroy	your	structure	by	attacking	it.	Damaged	structures	can	also	be	repaired	as	long	as	you	have	enough	materials	to	do	so.Check	out	Weapon	List!	There	Must	Be	An	Anchor	You	can	only	build	structures	if	they	are	solidly	anchored.
Similarly,	it's	possible	to	topple	a	full	tower	by	destroying	its	foundation.	This	is	also	an	effective	strategy	against	enemy	players	running	on	a	high	structure.	Customize	Keybinds	for	Faster	BuildingWhoever	builds	faster	has	a	higher	chances	of	surviving.	Increase	your	chances	by	customizing	keybinds	for	faster	access	to	building	keys.Check	Out
Recommended	Keybinds	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesChapter	2	Season	2	Featured	ArticlesBattle	Pass	RewardsC2S2	ChallengesFeatured	Skin	ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereLatest	News	&	UpdatesLatest	News	&	Update	Event	ListFeatured	Weapon	ArticlesAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon
Tier	RankPage	14	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	23:34	This	guide	is	for	players	who	want	to	increase	their	chances	of	survival	by	identifying	enemies	&	their	positions.	Learn	how	to	survive	longer	in	Fortnite	Battle	Royale	with	these	tips.	Spotting	Enemies	Is	Crucial	To	Your	SurvivalTo	be	able	to	get	the	Victory	Royale,	you	will	need	to	learn	how	to	spot
enemies	so	you	can	steer	clear	from	danger	and	prolong	your	survival	in	the	game.Learn	how	to	Achieve	Top	10	here!How	To	Spot	Enemies	Knowing	your	enemy's	location	at	all	times	is	key	to	lasting	long	in	Fortnite.	Being	aware	of	your	surroundings	and	using	the	visual	and	auditory	cues	the	game	provides	will	help	you	identify	if	another	player	is
close	by.	Visual	Cues	Help	You	Watch	Out	For	Danger	Visual	cues	help	you	identify	if	another	player	has	been	to	the	location	that	you're	going	to.	While	exploring,	keep	an	eye	out	for	these	things:	Doors	Stay	Closed	Until	Opened	Interacting	with	a	door	opens	it.	It	stays	open	until	another	player	closes	it.	Be	careful	when	entering	buildings	with	open
doors,	another	player	might	still	be	there!	Empty	Or	Open	Lootboxes	Means	It	Was	Already	Searched	Open	lootboxes	means	that	another	player	has	been	to	this	location	before	you.	Try	checking	whether	there	are	still	items	left	lying	around.	Loot	with	caution!	Broken	Objects	Are	Resources	Gathered	A	missing	wall	is	just	as	good	as	an	open	door.
Stay	frosty.	Vanishing	Objects	Means	That	Another	Player	Is	Near	While	exploring,	you	may	see	a	tree	vanish	into	thin	air.	This	is	not	a	glitch,	this	is	another	player	in	your	vicinity.	Get	down!	Built	Structures	May	Still	Have	Players	In	Them	Built	structures	such	as	a	wall	with	stairs	means	that	an	enemy	has	been	there.	Try	avoiding	these,	especially
fully-built	forts	since	those	who	built	them	may	still	be	there.	If	you	decide	to	go	near	it,	better	be	ready	to	meet	its	maker.	Loot	On	The	Ground	Means	A	Fight	Happened	There	A	lot	of	items	on	the	ground	with	no	open	treasure	chest	in	sight	means	that	another	player	died	on	that	spot.	Check	what's	left	and	loot	with	caution,	the	killer	could	be
eyeing	you	next!	Auditory	Cues	Help	You	Hear	For	Trouble	Other	than	using	your	eyes,	your	ears	are	also	an	important	aspect	of	spotting	your	enemy.	When	exploring	keep	your	ears	peeled	for	these	auditory	cues:	Footsteps	Mean	That	An	Enemy	Is	Very	Near	Running	makes	a	lot	of	noise.	If	you	start	hearing	other	footsteps,	hide	and	stay	still!	You
don't	want	to	let	the	enemy	know	that	they're	not	alone!	You	Can	Hear	An	Enemy	Use	Their	Pickaxe	Harvesting	materials	using	a	pickaxe	makes	noise	as	well.	Be	careful	when	you	hear	another	player	doing	this	because	they	might	have	enough	resources	to	get	the	height	advantage	on	you.	Weapon	Switching	Causes	It	To	Make	Noise	Switching
weapons	makes	noise	as	well.	There	are	subtle	differences	when	switching	to	a	different	weapon	type	so	familiarize	yourself	with	these	in	order	to	predict	the	weapon	the	enemy	has	and	act	accordingly.	Everyone	Can	Hear	An	Emote	With	Sound	Ever	dance	over	an	enemy's	loot?	Yes?	Well,	we	can	hear	you.	Chances	are,	other	people	heard	your
gunshots,	and	may	be	coming	for	you.	Do	not	get	caught	aiming	your	finger	guns	at	them	while	they	aim	real	guns	at	you!Check	Out	Dance	&	Emotes	List	How	To	Prevent	Being	Spotted	Now	that	we've	discussed	the	different	ways	to	identify	where	enemies	are	in	the	game,	let's	go	over	some	ways	for	you	to	stay	hidden	from	the	enemy.	When
Exploring	As	the	game	goes	on,	the	map	area	will	shrink.	If	you	need	to	travel	around	the	map,	here	are	some	things	to	remember	when	exploring.	Close	Doors	Behind	You	Make	closing	doors	behind	you	a	habit	as	you	play	the	game.	A	closed	door	will	also	alert	you	if	another	player	has	entered	your	building	since	it	makes	a	sound	when	it	opens.
Don't	Destroy	Objects	Harvesting	materials	is	an	important	part	of	the	game.	When	you	are	out	and	about,	try	to	gather	these	materials	as	much	as	you	can,	but	do	not	destroy	the	source	of	your	materials!TipYou	don't	need	to	fully	destroy	objects.	Suddenly	vanishing	trees	or	cars	on	a	player's	screen	automatically	puts	them	on	high	alert!	Crouching
Makes	You	Move	More	Quietly	Moving	while	crouched	makes	you	slower,	but	it	also	makes	less	noise.	If	you	find	yourself	in	the	same	area	as	another	player,	and	want	to	get	by	unnoticed,	stay	low!	Keep	Moving	Staying	in	the	same	place	for	a	long	time	can	have	some	benefits	such	as	enemies	not	noticing	you.	However,	if	you	don't	move	much,	it	will
be	easy	for	a	sniper	to	pick	you	off	from	afar!	Only	Build	When	Necessary	It	might	be	easier	to	get	to	a	hard	to	reach	place	by	building,	but	the	structure	will	alert	an	enemy	of	your	presence	if	they	see	the	it	in	the	process	of	being	built.	Before	creating	your	structure,	ask	yourself,	"Is	it	worth	it?"Check	Out	Basic	Building	Guide	Here	Stay	Away	From
Open	Areas	An	open	area	is	a	sniper's	best	friend.	They	will	shoot	anything	that	moves.	Try	looking	for	a	different	route	when	you	find	yourself	in	areas	similar	to	the	picture	above.	Switch	And	Reload	Guns	When	You're	Alone	Switching	weapons	when	you're	sure	that	you're	alone	won't	give	an	enemy	the	chance	to	know	what	you've	got	equipped
when	they	engage	you.	When	Fighting	Only	Fight	When	Necessary	Avoid	fights	as	much	as	possible.	It	will	almost	always	guarantee	you	surviving	into	the	later	stages	of	the	game,	but	when	you	are	cornered	and	have	no	choice,	fight,	and	get	out	of	the	area	as	fast	as	possible.Check	Out	How	To	Improve	Your	Aim	Here	Suppressed	Weapons	Are	Your
Friends	When	forced	to	fight	if	you	have	a	suppressed	weapon,	use	it.	It	won't	make	much	noise	and	will	not	alert	any	other	nearby	players.	Use	louder	guns	when	there	are	less	players	left.	Use	Your	Surroundings	If	you	find	yourself	being	shot	at	from	afar,	stay	low,	and	try	to	find	some	cover.	Only	build	cover	if	you	can't	find	any.	Use	The	Camera	To
Your	Advantage	You	are	not	limited	to	what	your	character	can	see.	When	entering	a	new	area,	use	your	camera	to	check	corners	and	see	if	someone	is	there	waiting	for	you.	Heal	Yourself	Later	After	fighting,	get	out	of	there,	and	find	a	secure	place	before	healing.	You	don't	want	that	medkit	to	go	to	waste	when	someone	starts	shooting	at	you	as
soon	as	you	finish	healing.Check	Out	Health	And	Shields	Here	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesChapter	2	Season	2	Featured	ArticlesBattle	Pass	RewardsC2S2	ChallengesFeatured	Skin	ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereLatest	News	&	UpdatesLatest	News	&	Update	Event	ListFeatured	Weapon
ArticlesAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankPage	15	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	21:37	Learn	how	to	land	or	descend	faster	using	your	Glider	in	Fortnite	&	get	that	Victory	Royale.	Land	Fast	To	Get	Victory	Royale!	Landing	faster	will	ensure	you	are	first	to	get	to	good	weapons,	treasure	chests,	and	strategic	spots	-	key	factors	to	surviving	the
battle	and	getting	that	Victory	Royale!Check	Out	Best	Weapons	To	Look	For!Ways	To	Land	Faster	Strafe	Glider	From	Left	To	Right!You	can	descend	faster	by	moving	left	and	right	with	your	glider.	This	works	when	you're	right	above	the	spot	you	want	to	land	on.	Check	out	the	video	below:pic.twitter.com/OrGdHdQ4Ud—	Movie	mentos
(@MovieElcoco)	July	26,	2018	Point	Camera	At	Ground	Level	When	you've	activated	your	glider,	look	straight	down	and	press	your	forward	button	while	gliding.	This	will	push	your	glider	to	make	you	land	faster.	Check	out	the	video	below:pic.twitter.com/aHzCWWHfWp—	Movie	mentos	(@MovieElcoco)	July	27,	2018	Land	On	Map	Edge	or	Low
Ground	Gliding	to	the	edge	of	the	map	or	very	low	ground	will	make	you	land	faster!	This	is	very	effective	in	challenging	game	modes	such	as	Solo	and	Duo.	Check	out	the	video	below:pic.twitter.com/mzkJXKNPag—	Movie	mentos	(@MovieElcoco)	July	27,	2018Check	Out	Battle	Royale	Game	Modes!	Basic	Glider	Information	Gliders	are	what	players
use	to	land	safely	after	jumping	off	the	battle	bus.	They	can	also	be	activated	after	using	jump	pads	or	rifts.Check	Out	Beginner	Basics	Here!	How	To	Get	Gliders	Gliders	can	be	purchased	in	the	Item	Shop,	unlocked	via	Season/Battle	Pass	Challenges,	or	redeemed	through	promotional/free	skins!	Glider	skins	are	purely	aesthetic	and	do	not	provide
any	battle	advantage	in-game.Check	Out	All	Gliders!How	To	Use	Gliders	Press	"Space"	To	Use	After	jumping	off	the	battle	bus,	the	default	button	used	to	open	or	close	your	glider	is	the	"Spacebar".	Glide	To	Descend	Slowly	Opening	your	glider	right	after	jumping	off	of	the	battle	bus	will	slow	down	your	descent.	You	can	do	this	if	you	need	more	time
to	decide	where	to	land.	Skydive	To	Descend	Faster	If	you	need	to	get	to	the	ground	quickly,	you	can	sky	dive	instead	of	using	your	glider	for	a	faster	descent.	Gliders	Open	At	A	Certain	Height	Don't	forget	that	gliders	open	after	descending	to	a	certain	height.	This	is	to	prevent	you	from	smacking	yourself	into	the	ground	and	suffering	from	fall
damage!	Take	this	into	consideration	when	you're	targeting	to	land	in	a	certain	area	in	the	map.	Check	out	the	video	below:pic.twitter.com/lqiSQ84p8o—	Movie	mentos	(@MovieElcoco)	July	27,	2018	Tips	On	Using	Your	Glider	Choose	Your	Landing	SpotLanding	Close	to	the	Battle	Bus	PathDon't	exit	almost	on	top	of	your	destination	as	a	vertical	path
(red	arrow)	takes	more	time	to	land.	Instead,	exit	earlier	then	free	fall	down	while	aiming	at	the	low	ground	(green	arrow).See	how	it's	done!pic.twitter.com/X7lY4FDaBz—	Vids	(@GW_Vids)	August	30,	2018In	this	example,	the	goal	was	to	land	on	a	roof	in	Retail	Row.	To	descend	faster,	aim	was	at	the	lake	in	Dusty	Divot	in	order	to	deploy	the	Glider	at
the	lowest	possible	altitude.Landing	Far	from	the	Battle	Bus	PathExiting	diagonally	will	result	in	a	longer	flight	path	(red	arrow)	compared	to	exiting	perpendicularly	(green	arrow).	Land	on	Roofs	Use	your	glider	to	manuever	yourself	on	top	of	roofs.	They	give	you	a	height	advantage	plus	treasure	chests	and	loots	are	usually	hidden	in	attics	so	you	can
arm	yourself.Check	Out	Best	Spots	To	Land!	Check	Where	Enemies	Are	Landing	You	can	activate	your	glider	right	after	jumping	off	the	battle	bus	to	survey	where	enemy	players	are	headed.	This	can	help	you	determine	which	area	is	safer	to	land	in.Check	Out	Dangerous	Landing	Spots!	Activate	Glider	Using	Launch	Pad	Jumping	on	a	launch	pad
propels	you	into	the	air	and	activates	your	glider!	Use	launch	pads	for	a	height	boost	or	if	you	need	to	move	between	areas	faster.	Activate	Glider	Using	Rifts	Jumping	into	rifts	teleports	you	into	the	air	above	you	and	activates	your	glider.	Use	them	to	make	quick	escapes!Check	Out	Rift	Locations!	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesChapter	2	Season	2
Featured	ArticlesBattle	Pass	RewardsC2S2	ChallengesFeatured	Skin	ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereLatest	News	&	UpdatesLatest	News	&	Update	Event	ListFeatured	Weapon	ArticlesAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankPage	16	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	21:38	Hot	Topic	Check	Out
FORTNITE	Letter	Locations!	Maximize	your	damage	with	weapon	combos	guider	for	Fortnite	Battle	Royale.	What	are	Weapon	Combinations?Weapon	Combo	is	done	by	switching	between	weapons	during	combat	to	deal	as	much	damage	as	possible	or	to	compensate	for	the	drawbacks	of	a	certain	weapon.Check	Out	the	Weapon	List	HereNot	all
weapon	works	well	together.	Pick	weapons	with	the	similar	range	and	can	work	together	in	terms	of	fire	rate	and	damage.Check	Out	the	Weapons	Ranking	Here	Weapon	Combo	ExamplesShort-RangeShotgun/SMGA	quintessential	weapon	combo	in	Fortnite.	Use	the	SMG	to	melt	the	shield	of	the	enemy	and	finish	them	off	with	1-3	shotgun	blasts.Hand
Cannon/SMGBegin	the	combat	by	shooting	with	the	Hand	Cannon.	Swap	it	out	immediately	with	the	SMG	to	knock	down	and	eliminate	the	enemy.Rocket	Launcher/SMGThis	is	perfect	for	jumpy	enemies.	Shoot	the	Rocket	Launcher	where	they	will	land	to	get	them	with	the	splash	damage,	then	finish	it	off	their	remaining	health	and	shields	with	the
the	SMG.Mid-RangeAssault	Rifle/Bolt	Action	RifleSneak	around	and	use	the	Bolt	Action	Rifle	to	headshot	the	enemy.	Don't	give	them	time	to	heal	by	pressuring	them	with	the	assault	rifle.Minigun/Assault	RifleUse	the	Minigun	to	destroy	covers	used	by	an	enemy.	Once	you	have	an	opening,	use	the	Assault	Rifle	to	eliminate	them.Drum



Gun/ShotgunUnable	to	find	a	Minigun?	A	Drum	Gun	is	also	effective	in	destroying	cover	and	the	Shotgun	is	a	great	at	eliminating	enemies	who	are	running	off.Long-Range	Rocket	Launcher/Assault	RifleDestroy	Forts	in	a	matter	seconds.	Shoot	the	Rocket	Launcher	and	before	it	hits	a	fort	wall,	use	the	Assault	Rifle	to	create	an	opening	so	the	Rocket
will	explode	on	the	inside	of	the	fort.	Scoped	Assault	Rifle/Sniper	RifleEngage	enemies	with	cheeky	shots	from	the	Sniper	Rifle	before	switching	to	the	Scoped	Assault	Rifle.	As	it's	hit	scan,	it	can	easily	land	shots	on	enemies	trying	to	run	for	cover.	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesWeapon	Related	articleAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier
RankWeapon	Type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableRarity	Weapons	ListLegendary(★★★★★)Epic(★★★★)Rare(★★★)Uncommon(★★)Common(★)-Page	17	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	22:34	Looking	to	improve	your	aim?	This	guide	provides	tips	on	how	to	improve	your	accuracy	in	Fortnite	Battle
Royale.	Improve	Accuracy	To	Make	Shots	CountAiming	depends	on	how	much	you	can	improve	your	accuracy.	This	is	a	player's	ability	to	successfully	land	shots.	The	better	your	aiming	is,	the	more	likely	you	are	to	hit	targets.Weapon	Characteristics	Affect	AccuracyDifferent	weapons	and	bullet	types	can	affect	a	player's	accuracy.	Your	distance,	the
weapon's	bullet	spread,	and	angles	of	attack	also	play	a	part	in	your	overall	aim.Know	your	weaponFind	the	basics	of	your	weapons.	Is	it	hitscan	or	projectile?	Is	it	short-,	mid-,	or	long-range?	What	is	its	bullet	spread/drop?	Remember	to	adjust	to	your	weapon's	stats.Check	Out	All	Weapon	List	Adjust	PC	Settings	&	Mouse	Sensitivity	The	first	thing	to
do	in-game	is	to	adjust	your	mouse	sensitivity.	Find	out	what	speed	you're	comfortable	with.High	VS	Low	SensitivityThis	boils	down	to	personal	preference	but	both	have	their	own	pros	and	cons.	Find	the	balance	between	the	two.High	SensitivityBuild	fast	and	track	movement	fast!	Practice	quick	shots	and	tracking	when	gunning	down	enemies.Low
SensitivityConsider	your	crafting	speed	and	skills	when	choosing	Low	Sensitivity.	It's	great	support	for	shooting,	but	it	can	hinder	your	crafting	abilities.Check	Out	Recommended	Settings	Train	Your	Crosshair	On	EnemiesFollow	the	movements	of	an	enemy	as	you	shoot.	Hitscans	like	SMGs	and	Assault	Rifles	are	particularly	strong	with	tracking	as
they	hit	as	long	as	the	cursor	is	on	the	enemy.TIPS:Track	the	person's	movement	horizontally	while	aiming	at	the	center	of	the	body.	Even	if	your	enemy	is	jumping,	your	crosshair	will	land	on	their	bodies.If	you're	jumping	to	avoid	being	shot,	aim	downwards	as	you	shoot.	This	will	allow	you	to	hit	your	enemy's	hitbox.If	they	crouch	to	avoid	headshots,
aim	at	the	center	of	their	body.	You	will	either	hit	their	body	or	their	head	when	they	crouch.Predict	Your	Enemy's	MovementsGauge	your	enemy's	movements	and	align	your	shot	where	you	think	they'll	be	heading.	Projectile	weapons	like	the	Rocket	Launcher	and	Sniper	Rifle	rely	on	predicting	your	enemy's	position.TIPS:Position	your	crosshairs	in
the	direction	your	enemy	is	running.	Set	your	crosshairs	in	front	of	them	and	shoot	when	they	cross	your	sights.Anticipate	out	your	enemy's	movements	and	adjust	to	it.	If	they	swivel	left	and	right	to	prevent	getting	hit,	shoot	while	they're	in	the	middle	of	moving.Gunning	for	HeadshotsWhen	aiming	for	headshots	with	any	weapon,	aim	right	at	the
center	of	the	head.	Instead	of	tracking,	predict	where	they	will	be	and	shoot	when	they	align	with	your	crosshair.	Shoot	At	An	AngleTactics	will	depend	on	your	position	relative	to	your	target.High	Ground	ShootingCheck	the	direction	of	your	enemy's	path	and	shoot	where	they	are	headed.	If	they're	going	forward,	adjust	your	cursor	below	them.	If
they're	going	backwards,	shoot	a	bit	above	them.Low	Ground	ShootingSniper	rifles	are	perfect	for	this.	When	anticipating	their	movement,	account	for	bullet	travel	speed	and	adjust	your	shot	a	bit	above	their	head	for	headshots	or	their	upper	torso	for	body	shots.Close	CombatDon't	panic!	Keep	you	cool	and	aim	for	your	enemy's	body	with	your
weapon.	Use	shotguns	and	shoot	downwards	while	jumping	to	connect	your	shots	and	avoid	being	shot.Check	Out	Jump	Shooting	Here	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesChapter	2	Season	2	Featured	ArticlesBattle	Pass	RewardsC2S2	ChallengesFeatured	Skin	ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereLatest	News
&	UpdatesLatest	News	&	Update	Event	ListFeatured	Weapon	ArticlesAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankPage	18	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	22:21	Find	out	about	damage,	rarity,	and	magazine	size	of	the	Sniper	Rifle	weapon	gun	class	in	Fortnite.This	article	has	been	updated	to	the	changes	made	in	Chapter	2	Season	2.	Read	on	to	know	what's
been	changed	with	this	weapon	type!Other	weapon	type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableClick	Here	for	All	Weapon	List	Sniper	Rifle	OverviewWeapon	TraitsEssential	Long	Range	WeaponSniper	Rifles	are	extremely	deadly	at	long	range	capable	of	doing	massive	amounts	of	damage	with	a	single
shot.	It	has	one	of	the	highest	accuracy	in	the	game	and	can	land	successful	headshots	at	distances.Bullets	Drop	the	Further	it	FliesSniper	Rifles	are	among	the	hardest	weapons	to	use	in	the	game.	Unlike	other	guns,	Sniper	Rifles	shoot	projectiles	that	take	time	to	travel	to	targets	and	can	drop	off	at	certain	ranges.Ineffective	in	Short	RangeAt	short
range,	Sniper	Rifles	are	very	ineffective	due	to	their	generally	slow	fire	rate,	reload	speed,	and	magazine	size.	Without	the	scope,	Sniper	Rifles	also	become	harder	to	aim.Limits	User	AwarenessSince	it	takes	a	lot	of	focus	to	use	the	Sniper	Rifles,	players	can	find	themselves	with	limited	awareness	of	their	surroundings.	This	can	leave	users	vulnerable
to	ambush	by	enemies.Weapon	TipsMove	Around	Between	Shots	Don't	let	the	enemy	predict	where	you	will	be	shooting.	Keep	changing	your	position	to	keep	the	element	of	surprise	against	enemies	and	to	protect	yourself	from	other	snipers	as	well.Always	Have	a	Close	Range	Weapon	in	LoadoutSniper	Rifles	are	quite	ineffective	in	short-range
combat.	Always	have	a	short-range	weapon	in	your	loadout	to	switch	to	in	case	you	suddenly	need	to	fight	someone	in	close	range.	Sniper	Rifle	List	Heavy	Sniper	RifleWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft	DMGReload★551.815711004.1	secs★449.515010504.3Common	Heavy	Sniper	Rifle	TraitsHeadshot	Magnifier2.5xFire	Rate0.33Magazine	Size1Heavy
Sniper	Rifle	-	Weapon	TraitsThe	Heavy	Sniper	Rifle	is	a	weapon	that	deals	massive	damage	to	both	enemies	and	buildings.	However,	this	weapon	has	a	long	reload	time,	and	is	very	loud.	Make	sure	to	carefully	place	your	aim	to	avoid	the	risk	of	being	spotted	by	your	target	or	others!Suppressed	Sniper	RifleWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft
DMGReload★5331001001.8	secs★431.495951.9Common	Suppressed	Sniper	Rifle	TraitsHeadshot	Magnifier2.5xFire	Rate0.33Magazine	Size1Suppressed	Sniper	Rifle	-	Weapon	TraitsThe	Suppressed	Sniper	Rifle	is	your	best	friend	when	it	comes	to	sniping	undetected!	Thanks	to	its	silenced	shots,	enemies	will	have	a	hard	time	tracking	you	when	you
fire!	Fortnite	Related	ArticleWeapon	Related	articleAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankWeapon	Type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableRarity	Weapons	ListLegendary(★★★★★)Epic(★★★★)Rare(★★★)Uncommon(★★)Common(★)-Page	19	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	22:23	Hot	Topic	Check
Out	FORTNITE	Letter	Locations!	Find	out	about	damage,	stats,	rarity,	and	magazine	size	of	the	Shotgun	weapon	class	in	Fortnite.This	article	has	been	updated	to	the	changes	made	in	Chapter	2	Season	2.	Read	on	to	know	what's	been	changed	with	this	weapon	type!Other	weapon	type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper
RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableClick	Here	for	All	Weapon	List	Shotgun	OverviewWeapon	TraitsDevastating	Damage	in	Close	CombatShotguns	are	among	the	best	choices	for	close	range	combat	as	its	high	damage	per	shot	and	area	of	effect	simply	makes	it	a	formidable	weapon	up	close.Ineffective	in	Long	RangeShotguns	become
ineffective	anything	beyond	mid	range	due	to	it	dealing	less	damage	when	used	in	range.	At	mid-range,	it	is	average	at	best.Easily	Connect	ShotsAll	Shotguns	fire	multiple	pellets	at	once,	providing	a	large	area	of	effect.	This	makes	it	easier	to	connect	shots	with	enemies.Slow	Reload	TimeFully	expended	Shotguns	take	between	2.7	to	6.3	seconds	to
reload,	but	partial	reload	takes	less	time.	This	can	easily	turn	battles	for	the	worse	as	enemies	may	take	this	reload	time	to	their	advantage.Weapon	TipsGet	Up	Close	and	PersonalTake	advantage	of	Shotguns'	full	potential	by	engaging	enemies	in	close	quarters.	Keep	your	aim	on	their	upper	body	to	get	as	many	pellets	as	possible	to	connect	with	the
target.Jump	Up	and	Shoot	DownJump	up	to	prevent	enemies	from	hitting	you	and	shoot	down	at	them	in	response.	You	can	also	get	headshots	through	this,	boosting	your	damage	outputs!Utilize	Weapon	CombosUse	another	weapon	while	at	long	range	and	chip	away	at	an	enemy's	health	and	shields.	Once	you	can	rush	in,	swap	to	your	shotgun	to
finish	them	off.	Shotgun	ListPump	ShotgunWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft	DMGReload★577110554	secs★470100544.4	secs★36390504.8	secs★25680495.3	secs★14970455.7	secsCommon	Pump	Shotgun	TraitsHeadshot	Magnifier2xFire	Rate0.7Magazine	Size5Pump	Shotgun	-	Weapon	TraitsA	classic	weapon,	the	Pump	Shotgun's	raw	damage	is
extremely	high	in	exchange	for	a	slower	firing	speed	and	short	range,	Even	at	its	lower	rarities,	it's	a	top	tier	weapon.Tactical	ShotgunWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft	DMGReload★5130.587795.1	secs★4124.583755.4	secs★3118.579555.7	secs★2112.575526	secs★1106.571506.3	secsCommon	Tactical	Shotgun	TraitsHeadshot	Magnifier2xFire
Rate1.5Magazine	Size8Tactical	Shotgun	-	Weapon	TraitsThe	Tactical	Shotgun	will	continue	to	shoot	as	long	as	you	keep	your	finger	on	the	trigger.	It	does	less	damage,	but	it's	faster	fire	rate	kind	of	makes	up	for	it.	Fortnite	Related	ArticleWeapon	Related	articleAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankWeapon	Type	ListAssault
RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableRarity	Weapons	ListLegendary(★★★★★)Epic(★★★★)Rare(★★★)Uncommon(★★)Common(★)-Page	20	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	22:22	Hot	Topic	Check	Out	FORTNITE	Letter	Locations!	Find	out	damage,	rarity,	magazine	size	of	the	Submachine	Gun(SMG)	weapon	&	gun	class
in	Fortnite.This	article	has	been	updated	to	the	changes	made	in	Chapter	2	Season	2.	Read	on	to	know	what's	been	changed	with	this	weapon	type!Other	weapon	type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableClick	Here	for	All	Weapon	List	Submachine	Gun	OverviewWeapon	TraitsExcellent	at	Close
RangeIn	close	combat,	Submachine	Guns	can	easily	gun	down	enemies	with	their	high	damage	per	second	and	extremely	fast	fire	rate.Ineffective	at	Long	RangeDue	to	its	damage	dropoff	and	bullet	spray,	Submachine	Guns	become	less	effective	the	longer	the	range.	At	mid-range,	it	can	still	be	effective	but	it	won't	deal	as	much	damage	as	up
close.Easy	to	UseSubmachine	Guns	are	a	point	and	shoot	type	of	weapon.	It's	easy	enough	to	be	used	by	both	beginners	and	veterans	alike.Weapon	TipsClose	the	DistanceSubmachine	Guns	work	best	when	engaging	enemies	at	close	quarters.	Use	another	weapon	as	you	close	the	distance	to	your	target	then	switch	to	a	Submachine	Gun	to	deal	high
burst	damage	when	in	range.Manage	your	AmmoSubmachine	Guns	can	easily	burn	through	your	ammo	supplies	due	to	their	fast	fire	rate.	Either	carry	another	weapon	as	backup	or	shoot	in	controlled	bursts	to	save	ammo.Submachine	Gun	ListSubmachine	GunWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft	DMGReload★525221211.7	secs★424020201.8
secs★322819192.2	secs★221618182.3	secs★120417172.4	secsCommon	Submachine	Gun	TraitsHeadshot	Magnifier2xFire	Rate12Magazine	Size30Submachine	Gun	-	Weapon	TraitsExcelling	in	fire	rate,	Submachine	Guns	are	excellent	weapons	to	use	solo	or	in	teams	to	provide	covering	fire,	destroy	buildings	at	close	range,	or	dish	out
damage.Suppressed	SMGWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft	DMGReload★321624242.0	secs★220723232.1	secs★119822222.2	secsCommon	Suppressed	SMG	TraitsHeadshot	Magnifier2xFire	Rate9Magazine	Size30Suppressed	SMG	-	Weapon	TraitsThe	Suppressed	SMG	is	able	to	fire	rounds	at	a	high	rate.	What	separates	this	weapon	from	other
submachine	guns	is	that	it	is	silenced,	allowing	for	more	tactical	and	stealthy	takedowns!Burst	SMGWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft	DMGReload★322515151.5	secsCommon	Burst	SMG	TraitsHeadshot	Magnifier2xFire	Rate15Magazine	Size18Burst	SMG	-	Weapon	TraitsThe	Burst	SMG	uses	a	burst	type	firing	mode,	making	it	only	shoot	out	a	few	rounds
when	you	pull	the	trigger.	Despite	having	a	slower	fire	rate	than	other	SMGs,	it	is	still	an	extremely	viable	weapon	since	it	allows	you	to	keep	your	aim	trained	on	your	target	better!	Fortnite	Related	ArticleWeapon	Related	articleAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankWeapon	Type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper
RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableRarity	Weapons	ListLegendary(★★★★★)Epic(★★★★)Rare(★★★)Uncommon(★★)Common(★)-Page	21	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	22:21	Hot	Topic	Check	Out	FORTNITE	Letter	Locations!	Find	out	the	Handgun	weapon	list	of	pistols,	damage,	rarity,	magazine	size	in	Fortnite.Other	weapon	type	ListAssault
RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableClick	Here	for	All	Weapon	List	Handgun	OverviewWeapon	TraitsVersatile	Range	of	WeaponsEach	Handgun	has	its	own	weapon	property	that	distinguishes	it	from	other	Handguns.	The	range	is	so	broad	that	you	can	find	Handguns	for	different	combat	situations	and	weapon
combos.Average	to	High	DamageHandguns	have	relatively	good	damage,	enough	to	take	out	a	good	chunk	of	enemy	health	and	shields	in	one	to	two	shots.	This	works	well	with	the	first	shot	accuracy	of	handguns	as	landing	shots	becomes	easier.Limited	to	Short	to	Mid	RangeDue	to	damage	drop	off,	Handguns	do	less	damage	the	farther	the	target	is.
It	is	recommended	to	only	use	the	Handgun	at	short	to	mid	range	to	utilize	its	full	damage	and	accuracy.Weapon	TipsAnalyze	your	HandgunEach	Handgun	has	different	properties	from	one	another.	Try	to	familiarize	yourself	with	your	weapon	first.	Don't	put	yourself	at	a	disadvantage	by	going	into	battle	without	knowing	your	Handgun.Use	Handguns
/	Burst	Damage	Weapon	CombosA	good	weapon	combo	for	Handguns	is	with	Burst	Damage	weapons.	Start	a	battle	with	your	handgun	to	clip	at	your	enemy's	health	and	shields	then	switch	to	a	burst	damage	weapon	like	an	SMG	or	Shotgun	to	finish	them	off.	Handgun	ListPistolWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft	DMGReload★5195.729291.2
secs★418928281.3	secs★3175.526261.3	secs★2168.725251.4	secs★116224241.5	secsCommon	Pistol	TraitsHeadshot	Magnifier2xFire	Rate6.75Magazine	Size16Suppressed	PistolWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft	DMGReload★418928281.3	secs★3175.526261.3	secsCommon	Pistol	TraitsHeadshot	Magnifier2xFire	Rate6.75Magazine	Size16Fortnite
Related	ArticleWeapon	Related	articleAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankWeapon	Type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableRarity	Weapons	ListLegendary(★★★★★)Epic(★★★★)Rare(★★★)Uncommon(★★)Common(★)-Page	22	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	21:39	The	Storm	is	one	of	your
biggest	enemies	in	Fortnite.	Read	our	tips	and	tricks	guide	to	surviving	the	Storm,	which	includes	storm	damage,	shrink	time	per	phase	and	more.	What	Is	The	Storm	Eye?	The	Storm	Eye	is	both	your	friend	and	your	enemy	in	Fortnite.	It	offers	you	a	safe	space	where	you	won't	get	damaged	by	the	Storm,	but	also	makes	you	find	and	engage	enemies
more	often.Check	Out	Basics	For	Beginners!What	Are	The	Storm	Characteristics?Storm	Damage	TableRegular	Game	Modes	Below	is	a	table	showing	the	Storm's	damage	per	phase,	also	included	are	shrink	times,	and	times	before	shrinking.	Keep	this	in	mind	when	trying	to	survive	the	Storm!PhaseDamage	Per	SecondBefore	Shrinking
(min:sec)Shrink	Time	(min:sec)113:203:00212:002:00322:001:30451:201:10581:101:006100:300:607100:200:508100:150:409100:150:40Limited	Time	ModesValues	for	LTMs	are	not	the	same	as	those	of	the	regular	game	modes	as	these	are	highly	dependent	on	the	mechanics	of	the	game	mode.	For	example,	Steady	Storm	has	no	pre-shrink	time	at
all!The	Storm	Damage	The	Storm	continually	damages	your	health	until	you	get	yourself	to	safety.	The	Storm	ignores	your	shield	and	directly	damages	your	health,	so	get	out	of	there	as	soon	as	you	can!Check	Out	Health	And	Shields	Here	It	Hurts	More	Later	In	The	Game	The	Storm's	damage	to	your	health	in	the	late	game	is	higher	than	the	Storm's
damage	in	the	early	game.	Remember	that	the	early	game	is	more	forgiving	than	the	late	game!Random	Storm	Eye	MovementIn	Season	5,	the	Storm's	Eye	will	move	in	random	directions	starting	from	the	7th	until	the	9th	shrink.	There	is	a	possibility	that	it	will	even	move	into	the	storm	itself!	The	Storm	Eye	will	move	further	away	from	the	current
Eye	on	it's	final	stage.Check	Out	the	Season	5	Detail	SummaryThe	Storm	Does	Damage	To	Buildings	In	Its	Final	PhaseAs	of	the	v5.40	update,	the	edge	of	the	Storm	will	now	damage	Player-made	structures	during	its	final	phase.	This	means	less	hiding	spots,	and	more	fights!Check	Out	The	v5.40	Update	Here!	How	To	Survive	The	Storm	Now	that	you
know	the	Storm's	characteristics,	here	are	some	tips	that	can	help	you	escape	and	survive	it!	Check	Your	Map	When	a	new	Eye	forms,	checking	your	map	will	display	the	location	of	the	new	Eye.	The	line	from	you	to	the	Eye	represents	the	fastest	way	to	get	to	safety	so	better	walk	the	line!Check	Out	Season	5	Map	&	Locations	Here!	Time
Management	Is	Key	Make	it	a	habit	to	keep	track	of	the	time	when	playing	Fortnite.	This	will	help	you	gauge	if	you	still	have	time	to	explore,	or	if	it's	time	to	run!	Outrun	The	Storm	With	Vehicles	All	Terrain	Karts,	and	Shopping	Carts	can	help	you	outrun	the	Storm.	Be	on	the	lookout	for	these	when	you	are	running	to	safety	to	get	to	the	Eye
faster!Jump	on	a	Launch	PadUsing	the	Launch	Pad	activates	your	Glider	which	you	can	use	to	move	faster	across	the	map	and	away	from	the	storm.	Make	your	Glider	last	longer	by	putting	the	launch	pad	on	higher	ground!Check	Out	All	Item	List	Here	Watch	Out	For	Rifts	When	running	from	the	Storm,	you	might	run	into	a	Rift.	Step	through	these	so
you	can	glide	away	from	danger	faster!Check	Out	Rift,	ATK,	and	Moai	LocationsKeep	a	Rift-to-Go	HandyWhen	the	Storm	is	at	your	heels,	give	this	a	shake	to	create	a	Rift	for	a	quick	escape.Check	Out	Rift-to-Go!	You	Can	Out-Heal	The	Storm	This	method	is	an	all-else-fails	solution.	Having	lots	of	healing	items	and	continually	healing	yourself	can	help
you	survive	in	the	Storm	longer!	Remember	this	when	you	still	have	a	ways	to	go!Check	Out	Health	And	Shields	Recommended	Fortnite	ArticlesChapter	2	Season	2	Featured	ArticlesBattle	Pass	RewardsC2S2	ChallengesFeatured	Skin	ArticlesSkinGliderPickaxeEmoteWrapBackblingCheck	Out	Today's	Item	Shop	HereLatest	News	&	UpdatesLatest
News	&	Update	Event	ListFeatured	Weapon	ArticlesAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankPage	23	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	22:36	Hot	Topic	Check	Out	FORTNITE	Letter	Locations!	Check	out	the	Best	Weapon	and	Guns	Ranking	for	Chapter	2	of	Fortnite!	This	includes	damage,	ranking,	tier	list,	loadout,	weapon	traits,	&	more.Weapon	Type
ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableCheck	out	the	All	Weapon	Damage	&	Stats!	Chapter	2	Best	Guns	&	Weapons	EvaluationEase	of	Use	&	Overall	VersatilityThis	weapon	ranking	takes	into	account	every	weapon's	overall	versatility	and	ease	of	use.	Weapons	that	can	only	work	in	specific	situations
are	unlikely	to	be	recommended	here.Evaluation	Based	on	Solo	MatchesThis	ranking	is	purely	based	on	how	well	a	weapon	does	in	Solo	Matches.	This	is	due	to	team	battles	having	different	variables,	including	support	and	how	quickly	it	can	take	down	enemies	so	the	evaluation	for	that	is	different.Check	Out	the	Different	Battle	Royale	Game
ModesBest	Guns	&	Weapons	Tier	ChartBest	Weapon	Ranking	for	SoloRatingWeapons	Best	Guns	&	Weapons	Tier:	SS	RankSS	Tier	Rank	WeaponsWeaponDescriptionMidas'	Drum	Gun-	Overwhelming	fire	rateCan	easily	bring	down	enemies	and	structureSkye's	Assault	Rifle-	High	damage	&	fast	fire	rate-	Strong	at	any	distanceTNTina's	Boom	Bow-
Sniper	enemies	with	high	damage	rockets-	Has	splash	damage-	Pinpoint	accuracyBrutus'	Minigun-	Overwhelming	continuous	firepower-	Barrage	that	can	bring	down	both	enemies	and	structuresMeowscles'	Peow	Peow	Rifle-	High	damage	single-shot	weapon-	88	damage	per	headshot-	Fires	faster	than	the	usual	AK	Best	Guns	&	Weapons	Tier:	S	RankS
Tier	Rank	WeaponsWeaponDescriptionAssault	Rifle(★4,	★5)-	More	than	100	damage	in	3	shots-	Tight	bullet	spread	-	Can	be	used	at	any	distanceBurst	Assault	Rifle(★4,	★5)-	Highly	accurate	due	to	burst	fire	rate.-	Easier	to	land	headshotsPump	Shotgun(★4,	★5)-	Capable	of	one-hit	eliminations	via	head	shots	-	Excellent	at	close	range	-	Shot	power
decreases	at	longer	rangesTactical	Shotgun-	High	Fire	rate	and	decent	damage	-	8	bullets	-	High	damage	when	dealing	headshotsRocket	Launcher-	High	Building	destruction	power-	Explosions	deal	damage	to	a	large	area	of	effects-	Deals	massive	amounts	of	damageHeavy	Sniper	Rifle-	Almost	always	fatal	when	shot	hits-	Also	great	for	destroying
structures	since	it	can	destroy	any	structure	block	with	one	shotHeavy	Assault	Rifle-	High	damage,	especially	when	dealing	headshots-	Easy	to	use	Best	Guns	&	Weapons	Tier:	A	RankA	Tier	Rank	Weapons	Best	Guns	&	Weapons	Tier:	B	RankB	Tier	Rank	WeaponsWeaponDescriptionSuppressed	Pistol-	Minimal	gun	shot	sounds	making	it	hard	to	be
located-	A	bit	low	on	magazineSuppressed	Sniper	Rifle-	Fixed	headshot	damage-	Silenced	gun	shots,	making	it	hard	for	location	to	be	discoveredHarpoon	Gun-	Reduces	fishing	time-	Can	be	used	as	a	weapon-	Can	pull	materials	and	itemsBest	Guns	&	Weapons	Tier:	C	RankWeaponDescriptionPistol(★3	&	lower)-	Small	magazine	size-	High	recoil
Fortnite	Related	ArticleWeapon	Related	articleAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankWeapon	Type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableRarity	Weapons	ListLegendary(★★★★★)Epic(★★★★)Rare(★★★)Uncommon(★★)Common(★)-Page	24	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	21:43	Find	information
about	damage,	stats,	rarity,	and	magazine	size	of	the	Launcher	weapon	gun	class	in	Fortnite.This	article	has	been	updated	to	the	changes	made	in	Chapter	2	Season	2.	Read	on	to	know	what's	been	changed	with	this	weapon	type!Other	weapon	type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableClick	Here	for
All	Weapon	List	Launcher	OverviewWeapon	TraitsDeals	Huge	Damage	To	Players	&	BuildingsLaunchers	do	a	great	amount	of	damage	with	a	single	shot.	A	successful	hit	from	a	Launcher	is	enough	to	wipe	out	a	player's	shield	or	health,	or	destroy	a	structure!Damages	An	AreaInstead	of	damaging	a	single	target,	Launchers	deal	damage	around	the
area	where	their	shots	explode.	You	can	hit	multiple	enemies	with	a	single	shot,	but	be	careful!	Launcher	explosions	damage	you	too!Slow-Firing	WeaponDespite	their	power,	Launchers	do	not	fire	shots	rapidly.	After	firing,	you	will	usually	need	to	wait	for	a	few	seconds	before	firing	again.	Do	not	be	trigger-happy	with	this	weapon!Shots	Take	Time	To
Hit	Their	TargetThe	launcher's	shot	does	not	instantly	hit	the	target.	You	will	need	to	wait	for	the	launcher's	shot	to	reach	its	destination	before	it	damages	anything.	Try	predicting	where	your	enemy	will	be	before	you	fire.No	Team	DamageAlthough	you	are	not	immune	from	the	explosion,	your	teammates	are	so	no	need	to	worry	about	friendly	fire
when	using	this	weapon!Weapon	TipsDamage	Groups	Of	EnemiesUsing	a	Launcher	for	a	group	of	enemies	will	allow	you	to	deal	a	huge	amount	of	damage	to	multiple	enemies	with	a	single	shot!Destroy	Tall	StructuresYou	may	be	able	to	quickly	destroy	an	enemy's	structure	by	firing	at	its	base.	By	destroying	its	base,	it	may	also	bring	down	the	rest	of
the	structure!Predict	Your	Enemy's	MovementRemember	that	shots	take	time	to	hit	their	target.	Fire	your	weapon	at	the	area	where	you	think	the	enemy	would	be,	and	damage	them	in	the	explosion!	Launcher	ListRocket	LauncherWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft	DMGReload★597.51303302.5	secs★486.21153153.1	secs★3751003003.6
secs★263.7852854.1	secsCommon	Rocket	Launcher	TraitsHeadshot	MagnifierNoneFire	Rate0.75Magazine	Size1Rocket	Launcher	-	Weapon	TraitsRocket	Launchers	can	quickly	bring	down	buildings,	making	it	effective	in	all	game	modes	when	used	strategically.Bandage	BazookaWeaponTraitsBandage	Bazooka-	Gives	20	health	to	hit	allies-
Automatically	recovers	ammo	every	20	seconds-	Takes	up	2	inventory	slotsBandage	Bazooka	-	Weapon	TraitsThe	Bandage	Bazooka	is	an	excellent	weapon	to	have	when	supporting	your	team!	Shooting	it	at	allies	heals	20	health!	It	also	recovers	ammo	over	time,	making	it	useful	well	into	the	late	game!	However,	be	sure	to	have	enough	space	in	your
inventory	as	it	takes	up	2	slots!Harpoon	GunWeaponDPSEnemy	DMGCraft	DMGReloadHarpoon	Gun75751501.4	secsHarpoon	Gun	-	Weapon	TraitsThis	is	a	special	weapon	that	can	be	used	for	both	combat	and	utility!	Shoot	it	at	schools	of	fishes	to	instantly	reel	in	an	item,	or	shoot	it	at	an	enemy	to	deal	75	damage	and	pull	them	closer	to	you!	Fortnite
Related	ArticleWeapon	Related	articleAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankWeapon	Type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableRarity	Weapons	ListLegendary(★★★★★)Epic(★★★★)Rare(★★★)Uncommon(★★)Common(★)-Page	25	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	22:20	Hot	Topic	Check	Out
FORTNITE	Letter	Locations!	Find	out	about	damage,	rarity,	&	magazine	size	of	the	Minigun	weapon	class	in	Fortnite.Other	weapon	type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableClick	Here	for	All	Weapon	List	Minigun	OverviewWeapon	TraitsEasily	Destroys	StructuresMiniguns	can	fire	a	ton	of	bullets	in
a	short	amount	of	time.	Go	wild	with	this	weapon	since	it	can	easily	rip	apart	players	and	buildings!No	Need	To	ReloadMiniguns	do	not	need	to	reload	so	you	can	spray	away!	However,	it	will	stop	shooting	once	you	run	out	of	ammo	for	it.Heats	Up	Before	FiringDespite	their	ability	to	quickly	spew	a	huge	amount	of	bullets,	Miniguns	need	time	to	spin
their	barrels	before	they	can	start	shooting.	Remember	to	wait	for	it	to	fire	before	engaging!Weapon	TipsUse	Miniguns	To	Destroy	StructuresThe	Minigun's	ability	to	fire	shots	rapidly	can	quickly	destroy	structures.	Use	Miniguns	to	expose	enemies	hiding	behind	their	cover!Don't	Give	The	Enemy	Time	To	BreatheSince	Miniguns	do	not	need	to	reload,
you	can	continuously	fire	at	the	enemy's	cover	so	they	won't	have	time	to	fire	back	or	change	their	strategy!Not	For	Engaging	Enemies	At	A	DistanceDespite	the	power	and	speed	of	Miniguns,	their	shots	are	not	very	accurate.	It	would	be	better	to	switch	to	another	weapon	when	fighting	another	player	at	a	distance!	Minigun	ListCurrently,	there	are
no	Miniguns	available	within	the	game.	We'll	update	this	article	if	any	crossbow	has	been	added	to	the	loot	pool.Fortnite	Related	ArticleWeapon	Related	articleAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankWeapon	Type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableRarity	Weapons
ListLegendary(★★★★★)Epic(★★★★)Rare(★★★)Uncommon(★★)Common(★)-Page	26	Last	Updated:	2021/7/5	21:43	Hot	Topic	Check	Out	FORTNITE	Letter	Locations!	Find	out	about	the	damage,	rarity,	&	effects	of	Grenades	and	others	in	the	Throwable	weapon	class	in	Fortnite.This	article	has	been	updated	to	the	changes	made	in	Chapter	2	Season
2.	Read	on	to	know	what's	been	changed	with	this	weapon	type!Other	weapon	type	ListAssault	RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableClick	Here	for	All	Weapon	List	Throwable	OverviewWeapon	TraitsHas	Different	Unique	UsesEach	Throwable	weapon	is	unique	to	other	Throwables.	Some	may	damage	the	enemy,
while	others	have	non-damaging	effects.	For	example,	a	Boogie	Bomb	will	make	everyone	in	an	area	dance.Affects	An	AreaThrowable	Weapons	affect	an	area	when	they	explode.	You	will	be	able	to	hit	multiple	enemies,	but	be	careful!	Some	Throwables	can	also	affect	you	too!Each	Throwable	Has	A	One-Time-UseIf	you	use	a	Throwable	weapon,	you
will	not	be	able	to	use	it	again,	unless	you	pick	another	one	up.	Save	your	Throwable	weapons	for	the	right	time!Travels	In	An	Arc	When	ThrownAfter	using	a	Throwable	weapon,	it	will	fly	in	the	shape	of	an	arc	before	exploding	at	your	target.	Try	throwing	some	around	to	improve	your	aim.Weapon	TipsLearn	Each	Throwable's	UsesBy	learning	the
different	effects	of	each	Throwable,	you	will	be	able	to	use	them	effectively	for	different	situations.	For	example,	you	can	use	an	Impulse	Grenade	as	a	quick	escape	from	enemies!Manipulate	Groups	Of	Enemies	Familiarizing	yourself	with	each	Throwable's	uses	will	allow	you	to	manipulate	groups	of	enemies!	For	example,	a	Stink	Bomb	can	make	a
number	of	enemies	leave	their	hiding	spot	so	you	can	shoot	them	down!Throwable	ListThrowableNameDamageEffectGrenade100Grenade	can	deal	good	damage	to	enemy	buildings	and	any	surrounding	opponent	players.	Fortnite	Related	ArticleWeapon	Related	articleAll	Weapons	Stats	ListBest	Weapon	Tier	RankWeapon	Type	ListAssault
RifleSMGShotgunHandgunSniper	RifleMinigunLauncherCrossbowThrowableRarity	Weapons	ListLegendary(★★★★★)Epic(★★★★)Rare(★★★)Uncommon(★★)Common(★)-
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